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ABSTRACT

The study assessed the potential o f enhancing rainfall through weather modification. The 

specific objectives were aimed at determining the seasonal wind pattern; investigation of the 

temporal and spatial variation of atmospheric aerosols; identification of the cloud types and 

simulation of the effects of cloud seeding on precipitation. The study focused on enhancing 

rainfall during the months of October -November -December which constitute the short rain 

season due to the easiness of its prediction.

The datasets used included observed rainfall (1971 -2010), National centers for 

environmental prediction (NCEP) global wind reanalyses (1971 -2010), Moderate resolution 

Imaging Spectro-radiometer (MODIS) aerosol optical depth and mass concentration (2005 

and 2006 October -November -December (OND), Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer sensor (AVHRR) satellite imagery (316th Julian) and initial and boundary 

conditions from the Global Model for Europe (GME). Rainfall anomaly index, time series 

analysis, composite wind analysis, HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory 

(HYSPLIT), object oriented image classification and Consortium Of Small scale Modelling 

(COSMO) model simulation were used to achieve the objective.

The 2005 and 2006 OND season were picked to represent the dry and wet years respectively 

during the OND season. These two years were subjected for further analysis. The pentad 

rainfall distribution indicated peak values mid-season during both dry and wet years. 

HYSPLIT backward trajectory indicated that most aerosols were continental in origin during 

dry year and oceanic origin during wet year. The low level winds were observed along the 

equator to be dominantly north easterlies with maximum wind speeds o f 4.9 ms'1 during dry 

season and south-easterlies with maximum wind speeds of 6ms'1 during the wet OND season. 

The aerosol optical depth (AOD550) and mass concentration were found to have higher 

values and highly variable during the wet rainfall season than dry rainfall season.

It was noted that strato type of clouds dominated over Lodwar, Marsabit and Wajir during dry 

OND season while Kakamega Kisumu and Makindu were dominated by cumulo type of 

clouds during wet OND season. The error matrix based on training and testing analysis 

showed that the overall accuracy for dry and wet OND season image classification exceeded 

90% with kappa coefficient of over 0.8. COSMO Model simulation results indicated that
•' "V

cloud seeding with intermediate Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) concentration lead to
\  ••

significant increase in total accumulated precipitation. However high'CCN concentration was 

noted to have a reduced effect on accumulate precipitation.
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The study concluded that there was a possibility of enhancing rainfall through cloud seeding 

if adequate knowledge o f dominant wind pattern; temporal and spatial variability of 

atmospheric aerosols and distribution of cloud types. This information would be used to 

form basis o f feasibility and experimental studies on clouds atmosphere interaction effects on 

precipitation. This would go a long way towards achievement of Kenya’s vision 2030.
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CHAPTER ONE

1 INTRODUCTION

The economies and livelihoods of the countries in equatorial Africa are weather dependent, 

whose variation affects related economic activities, such as agriculture (Centella et al., 1999). 

The high rainfall variability implies that in some years, there is excess rainfall while in others 

there is rainfall deficit. In Kenya, agriculture which is mainly rain-fed and the mainstay of 

the economy contributes to over 26% of the gross domestic product and supports the 

livelihoods of about 80% of the rural population. However, the country is classified as a 

water-scarce country with renewable fresh water per capita at 647 m3 against the United 

Nations recommended minimum of 1,000 m3 (GOK, 2007). The intensified competition for 

fresh water resources by agricultural, industrial, and domestic users would lead to a sharp 

increase in stress on aquatic and wetland ecosystems.

The successive years o f drought and flood events would continue being manifested in terms 

of frequent food insecurity, energy crisis, shortage of water resources and other socio 

economic disruptions such as transport and in insurance industry (Ininda et al, 2007). 

Moreover, the inadequacy o f environmental water supplies in much of the world has been 

significantly exacerbated by declining trends in water quality due to increased pollution. By 

2020, between 75 and 250 million people are projected to be exposed to an increase of water 

stress due to climate change (IPCC, 2007).

Most adaptation strategies have focussed on reducing the impacts of climate change such as 

increased frequency and magnitude of extreme events for increased resilience of the local 

population. These include short term, medium term and long term adaptation plans whose 

priorities are based on availability of required resources and capacity to implement these 

strategies. Other adaptation strategies locally employed are community driven initiatives 

involving communities or individuals making their own decisions on the best response 

measures based on their experience or information they receive.

For example, community initiatives included Sakai community adaptation project which 

identified farming community in Sakai to promote the integration of vulnerability and 

adaptation to climate change into sustainable development plans and planning processes and 

the Nganyi Community adaptation strategy that involved study of indigenous knowledge and 

modern-day climate change which aimed to enhance the resilience of vulnerable 

communities to the negative impacts of climate variability and adapt to climate change

through integration of indigenous knowledge and modern-day climate risk management
1



science, and the development and use of innovative dissemination strategies that incorporates 

the indigenous knowledge and modern-day science systems (Reid, 2007). Adaptation 

strategies involving weather modification programs remain unexplored.

Currently, operational weather modification programs involving cloud seeding activities 

aimed at enhancing precipitation or mitigating hail fall exist in more than 24 countries. These 

include Australia, South Africa, Israel, Thailand and United States. Static, dynamic and 

hygroscopic cloud seeding techniques are used to modify the weather over potential regions. 

The commonly used seeding agents are silver-iodide, lead iodide, dry ice and hygroscopic 

flares (Curie et al, 2007b).

Despite the fact that rapid progress in weather modification has been made in the last three 

decades, fundamental issues regarding weather modification remain unresolved. These 

include critical uncertainties that are not yet resolved, inadequate understanding o f the chain 

of physical processes involving cloud atmosphere interactions and limited capability to prove 

the success or failure o f some weather modification concept. These uncertainties have 

resulted to critical questions regarding the seeding location, seeding time, variation of 

seeding amount, precipitation processes in seeded and unseeded cases and suitable seeding 

agents useful in practice.

1.1 Problem statement

One of the consequences of climate change over Kenya is reduced rainfall over some parts of 

the country. This will lead to diminished water resource. The water shortage will have direct 

and indirect adverse impacts on national development by affecting investmentsJn agriculture, 

livestock, food security, industries, tourism, infrastructure, health, shelter, transport and 

communication, among other sectors. This will be manifested in terms of limited socio

economic development which will hamper the achievement o f the countries long term 

development blueprint (Vision 2030) aimed at making it a globally competitive and 

prosperous with a high quality o f life by year 2030 (GOK, 2007). In view of this the 

government of Kenya has adopted weather modification as one o f the strategy o f achieving 

vision 2030. However, little research exists on weather modification over the country.

1.2 Hypotheses of the study

In this study the hypotheses to be tested were that: . . .  ,
t\  ’ '

1. The winds pattern associated with dry and wet episodes in Keriya are not different.
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2. The increased amount of rainfall observed over the area o f study are not associated 

with dominating cumulonimbus clouds

3. The variability in total accumulated precipitation is not dependent in the concentration 

of cloud condensation nuclei used for seeding

1.3 Objectives of study

The main objective of this study is to assess the potential o f enhancing rainfall through 

weather modification in Kenya. To achieve this main objective, four specific objectives were 

pursued. These are;

1. To determine the wind circulation and its effect on local aerosol properties during the 

wet and dry OND season over Kenya.

2. To analyse the spatial-temporal variability o f atmospheric aerosols during the wet and 

dry OND season over Kenya.

3. To identity and classify the dominant type of clouds during wet and dry OND season 

over Kenya.

4. To simulate the effects of cloud seeding on precipitation during OND season over 

Kenya

1.4 Justification of study

Increasing demands for water make the potential for enhancing the sources, storage, and 

recycling of freshwater a legitimate area of study. It is estimated that global water

consumption will increase by approximately 3,800 km3 per year by 2025. Moreover, at least
/

30% of the average annual flow o f a stream must remain in place if the ecological health of 

the streams and related ecosystems is to be maintained (Jury, 2007). Much o f this water will 

have to be obtained from natural systems. This consumption increase will cause additional 

depletion of river flows in many areas, with substantial environmental consequences

The observed frequent drought conditions and the associated drop in water supply from 

major water towers such as Mt. Kenya and Mt. Elgon will necessitate a means of augmenting 

stream flows in Kenya. One possible measure to improve water supply, especially for 

agriculture which accounts for over 70% fresh water use is through enhance precipitation by 

cloud seeding. This could potentially contribute to alleviating water resource stresses and 

severe weather hazards given the existence of entire suite of new tpols and techniques. 

However, few experiments have been done on weather modification in Kbnya.
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1.5 Area of study

1.5.1 Overview: Kenya

Kenya, lies between latitudes 5° North and 5° south and between longitudes 34° and 42° east. 

It has a land area of about 569,137 km" with great diversity o f landforms such as ranging 

from glaciated mountain peaks with permanent snow cover. The country is split by the Great 

Rift Valley into the Western part which slopes down into Lake Victoria from the Mau ranges 

and Mount Elgon (4,300m) and the Eastern part which is dominated by Mt. Kenya and the 

Aberdare ranges that rise to altitudes of 5,200m and 4,000m respectively.

The Lakes occupy about 2% of total area, 18% is occupied by high potential areas while arid 

and semi-arid lands occupy about 80% of total land area. The major drainage basins in Kenya 

include the Lake Victoria, Rift Valley, Athi, Tana and Ewaso Nyiro basins and North- 

Eastern. Drainage is influenced by the country's topography. The main rivers drain from the 

central highlands into the Rift Valley and eastwards into the Indian Ocean and westwards 

into Lake Victoria, while those north of Mount Elgon and from the highlands along the 

Sudan-Ethiopian border drain mainly into Lake Turkana.

Although Kenya has numerous rivers, a comparatively small number are permanent. The 

major rivers include the Tana, Athi, Nzoia, Yala, Sondu, Nyando and Mara. Some o f the 

major rivers such as Tana have been dammed upstream to provide hydroelectric power, 

irrigation water and water for domestic use. Kenya's lakes are categorized as fresh and 

saline/alkaline. Fresh water lakes include Lakes Baringo, Naivasha and Victoria (Africa's 

largest fresh water lake shared with Tanzania and Uganda). Most other lakes are within the 

Rift Valley and many of these are alkaline and valuable tourist attractions. The levels and 

volumes o f these lakes fluctuate seasonally.

1.5.2 Physical features and climate characteristics of the area of study

In Kenya, annual rainfall follows a bimodal seasonal pattern. Generally, the long rains occur 

in March-April-May (MAM) while the short rains occur in October-November-December 

(OND), but with variations. The country's climate is influenced by its equatorial location, 

topography, the Indian Ocean, the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and the El Niflo 

Southern Oscillation events. Other factors known to influence precipitation include tropical 

storms, easterly waves, jet streams, the continental low-level trough, and extra-tropical

weather systems (Ogallo, 1989). t " ?
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The influence o f  the ITCZ is modified by the altitudinal differences, giving rise to varied 

climatic regimes. There is a wide range between the maximum and minimum temperatures; 

from below freezing point on the snow-capped Mount Kenya to over 40°C in northwestern, 

northern and northeastern parts o f  the country. The seasonal rainfall patterns are controlled 

by the seasonal migration o f  the ITCZ. The complex topographical patterns, the existence o f  

large lakes, variations in vegetation type and land-ocean contrasts giving rise to high spatial 

and temporal variation in precipitation over the region.

The ENSO events also influences the distribution o f the climatological zones which changes 

from season to season. The Indian Ocean influences the rainfall systems o f these regions. The 

rainfall anomalies during the El Nino years indicate that in most cases, rainfall over these 

zones is usually more enhanced during the El Nino episodes than during the other phases o f  

the ENSO phenomenon. During the March-April-May season, most parts o f  the country tend 

to receive normal rainfall during El Nino years. However, the coastal areas have a tendency 

to receive above-normal Mean Average Monthly (MAM) rainfall during these years.
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CHAPTER TWO

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

The section sought to review works in the study area including circulation patterns associated 

with observed rainfall, aerosols -cloud interaction and their effects on precipitation, cloud 

classification and identification from using satellite information and studies involving 

modeling of cloud -atmosphere interactions.

Aerosol particles modify atmospheric radiative fluxes and interact with clouds. As 

documented in the IPCC 2007 report (IPCC 2007), the global influence of natural and 

anthropogenic aerosols on the atmosphere is not well understood. As shown by recently 

published and contradictive findings the state of knowledge is even worse concerning the 

effects of aerosol particles on radiation, temperature, and cloud formation on the regional 

scale (Bell et a l, 2008).

Owing to its location across the equator and along the quasi meridional western edge of the 

Indian Ocean, Kenya experiences a bimodal rainfall regimes referred to as “long rains” from 

march to may and the “short rains” from October to December. They are associated with the 

north south and the south north movement of ITCZ over the region (Camberlin, 1997). At the 

time of rainy seasons, the meridional flow corresponding to the monsoons switches to quasi 

easterly flow.

Okoola (1996) used both the Rainfall Anomay Index (RAI) and Principal component analysis 

in temporal mode (PCA T-mode) and noted that rainfall observational network over the East 

African region were not uniformly distributed. Therefore, due to the unique spatial rainfall 

variations over the region, results from PCA T-mode were used to affirm the results from 

rainfall anomaly index method. The PCA T-mode was used to isolate the years with similar 

spatial patterns which provided time series for unique homogeneous climatologically sub 

regions.

Okoola (1999) studied the mid-tropospheric winds over the east African region during the 

March April May rainfall season established that the Wet or dry events were associated with 

pools o f warm or cool water over the Western Indian Ocean. Furthermore, the study 

identified that the occurrences of anomalous rainfall in the equatorial east African region 

could be described or modeled in terms of 700hpa velocity, winds which, showed a distinctive 

pattern over the region. \  1 ;
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Gatebe (1999) studied the seasonal air transport for Kenya using kinematic trajectory 

modeling. Significant months for trajectory analysis were determined from a classification for 

synoptic circulation fields. The transport corridors for Kenya were clearly bounded and well 

defined. It noted that air reaching the country during the OND season originated mainly from 

the Sahara region and northwestern Indian Ocean o f the Arabian Sea in the Northern 

Hemisphere and Madagascan region of the Indian ocean of the Southern Hemisphere. They 

showed distinctive annual cycles related to north easterlies Asian monsoon and southeasterly 

trade winds.

Blanchard and Woodcock, (1980) found out that aerosols production as a result of natural, 

anthropogenic and biogenic processes from oceans and deserts formed major sources of 

natural aerosols. They reported that the sea-salt production rate was estimated to be 1000 to 

10,000 Tg per year (or 30 to 75% of all natural aerosols). The Sub-Saharan Africa and the 

steppes of China were found to be the substantial sources of wind-blown dust. The source 

strength of these aerosols from deserts was about 2000 Tg per year and the source strength 

changes with desertification and changes in wind patterns.

Studies by Hobbs et al., (1997) on anthropogenic production of aerosols from biomass 

burning were found to be an important source of aerosol to the tropical atmosphere during 

certain times o f year. Other anthropogenic sources included those produced from cultivation, 

industrial activity and transport Soot particles and fly ash injected into the atmosphere. 

Biogenic sources included pollens, spores, fragment of plants and animals and other 

microorganisms. Estimates of the annual global production rate of aerosols suggested that 

the forest vegetation was an important source of atmospheric particulate matter. Decaying 

vegetation also served as an important source of aerosol, mainly in the small particle range.

Rosenfeld et al., (2008) showed that elevated concentrations of CCN had a tendency to 

increase the concentration and reduce the size of the droplets in a cloud. Apart from changing 

the optical properties and the radiative effects of clouds on climate, it lead to the suppression 

of precipitation in shallow and short lived clouds and to a greater convective overturning and 

more precipitation in deep convective clouds. However, the responses of cloud 

characteristics and precipitation processes to increasing anthropogenic aerosol concentrations 

represented one of the largest uncertainties in the current understanding of climate change.

Maritinsson (1999) observed a significant increase in Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) of 

up to 2000 cm3 with a substantial reduction of the Effective droplet radius in polluted 

orographic clouds over a mountain ridge. Heavy smoke from forest fires in the Amazon
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were observed to reduce cloud droplet size and so delayed the onset of precipitation from 

1 5  kilometers above cloud base in pristine clouds to more than 5 kilometers in polluted 

clouds and more than 7 kilometers in pyro-clouds. Suppression o f low-level rainout and 

aerosol washout allowed transport of water and smoke to upper levels, where the clouds 

appeared “smoking” as they detrained much of the pollution.

In India, several studies on aerosol distribution have been carried out. Ranjan et al., (2007) to 

analyzed the seasonal variability o f AOD over Rajkot region and reported lower values in 

winter and higher values in summer, the latter being due to high wind velocities producing 

larger quantities o f wind-driven dust particles. Dey et al., (2005) investigated the aerosol 

concentrations over Kanpur region and found that urban and industrial aerosols contributed 

more than 75% of the observed AOD during the post-monsoon and winter seasons whereas 

natural aerosols contributed 60% of the total AOD during the pre-monsoon and monsoon 

seasons. Prasad et al., (2007) examined aerosol variations over the Indo-Gangetic plain and 

found that the AOD was higher in the summer season than in the winter season.

Gupta et al., (2008) showed that satellite data had tremendous potential for mapping the 

distribution and properties o f aerosols. Furthermore, it could be used to for deriving indirect 

estimates of particulate matter. Since ground measurements are sparse in many regions o f the 

world, satellite data is able to serve as a surrogate measure for the monitoring of particulate 

matter air quality. The study noted that aerosol concentrations, particularly in Africa and 

Asia were continually increasing in virtually all urbanized and industrialized regions because 

of growing populations, rapid urbanization with consequent land use changes, increasing 

motorized traffic and increasing industrialization within and adjacent to urban areas.

Zhang et al., (2006c) used reflection measured by MODIS on Terra and Aqua satellites at 

the channels 0.65pm and 2.1pm. They retrieved cloud optical thickness, efficient radius 

and liquid water content over the Qilian Mountains o f the Tibetan Plateau for the period 

between 2002 and 2005. They also did correlation analysis between these three parameters 

and 6 hr precipitation over the Qilian Mountains. Their analytical results provided 

important information on the water resource usage and suitability o f weather modification 

program in west China.

Rosenfeld et al., (2005) noted that remote sensing of the seeding signature from space was 

very powerful. It was capable o f providing near real time feedback to the targeting 

efficacy of the cloud seeding. Glaciated seeded tracks in super-cooled layer clouds were 

observed to exist for more than an hour after seeding, with a very slow spreading rate
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reaching a width o f less than 15 km by that time. Satellite observed signatures of 

glaciogenic seeding for hail prevention in Alberta, Canada, showed that seeding glaciated 

only portions of the convective elements

Khain et al., (2000) showed that clouds were an important part of the atmosphere and the 

climate system, since they determine and influence a variety of atmospheric processes 

states. The representation o f clouds in atmospheric models has to be paid particular 

attention, as the formation and spatial distribution of clouds and precipitation is crucial for 

numerical weather prediction (NWP) as well as for climate modeling. Unfortunately, each 

individual cloud itself is a very complex non linear sub-system o f the atmosphere and the 

delicate problem with cloud and precipitation modeling is to find a compromise between a 

very detailed but costly description in terms of spectral balance equations for the size 

distributions of many types o f hydrometeors and a coarse but efficient parameterization in 

terms of equations dealing with certain integrals of the size distributions (e.g., only mass 

densities).

Beside observations, numerical models are important tools to improve our current 

understanding of the role o f natural and anthropogenic aerosol particles for the state of the 

atmosphere. On the global scale there exist a large number of model systems and 

corresponding applications of models addressing the quantification of the effect of 

anthropogenic aerosol particles on climate change. Due to a lack of computer capacity global 

climate models however often include simplifications and approximations (Lohmann and 

Schwartz, 2009).

Zhan et al., (2005) suggested that conventional methods of assessing accuracies which based 

in per-object pixel measurements considered were inadequate in assessing the quality of per 

object classifications because their spatial unit was no longer a pixel but an object. However, 

to allow comparisons between methods, certain standard procedures were followed. The 

study suggested other ways of assessing the accuracy o f maps generated with fuzzy 

classification such as classification stability and best classification result. They were only 

used to improve the accuracy o f maps generated with the object based approach.

Bruintjes, (1999) reviewed different cloud seeding methods extensively used in weather 

modification. These include static and dynamic mode of cloud seeding (for super cooled 

clouds) and hygroscopic seeding which involved modification of warm clouds. The study 

noted that there probably existed a spectrum of clduds that had enough liquid water to 

support a cloud precipitation process that could be accelerated by static, dynamic or
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hygroscopic seeding. The major task lied with identifying those clouds in order to deliver the 

right amount of seeding material to them at the right time.

Orville (1996) reviewed the progress of cloud modeling in weather modification. The study 

established that the use of cloud models in hypothesis development, assessment of cloud 

seeding potential, and development of experimental design, operational decisions, project 

evaluation and understanding of seeding effects related to weather modification were very 

critical. Furthermore, it noted that the status of cloud-scale and Mesoscale numerical models 

and the capability of making pertinent observations in the atmosphere were quite advanced. 

These cloud models could be used to understand the results of seeding in weather 

modification.

Cotton and Pielke (1995) concluded that physical studies and inferences drawn from 

statistical seeding experiments over the last 50 years suggested that there existed a much 

more limited window of opportunity for precipitation enhancement by the static-mode o f 

cloud seeding than was originally thought. The window of opportunity for cloud seeding 

appeared to be limited to clouds which were relatively cold-based, continental and having 

cloud top temperatures in the range -10 to -25°C. This explained why some cloud seeding 

experiments were successful while other seeding experiments yielded inferred reductions 

in rainfall from seeded clouds or no effect.

Mather et al. (1996b) applied a pyrotechnic method o f delivering salt, based on a fog 

dispersal method which helped reduce a number of technical difficulties associated with

preparing, handling and delivery of very corrosive salt particles. Seeding with this system
/

was no more difficult than silver iodide flare seeding. Compared to conventional methods 

of salt delivery, the flares produced smaller-sized particles in the size range of 0.5 to 

10pm. Seeding trials with this system suggested that the pyro-techniques produced a cloud 

droplet spectrum that was broader and with fewer numbers, which would be expected to 

increase the chance for initiation of collision and coalescence processes.

Cooper et al., (1997) simulated the low-level evolution o f droplet spectra in seeded and 

unseeded plumes. Based on a parcel ascending in the cloud updrafts, they calculated the 

evolution of droplet spectra by vapour deposition and collection. Their calculations were 

designed to emulate the effects of hygroscopic seeding with the South African flares. The 

calculations showed that introduction of particles in the size-range characteristic of the 

flares resulted in an acceleration o f the collision and coalescence process. If the 

hygroscopic particles were approximately 10pm in size, precipitation was initiated faster.
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Furthermore, insertion o f more numerous 1pm hygroscopic particles resulted to formation 

of higher concentrations o f drizzle.

Yin et al., (2001) used model simulations and suggested that there was a narrow window of 

opportunity within which seeding could be successful. This window was longer for 

hygroscopic seeding than for glaciogenic seeding. Thus, in addition to the size o f the 

hygroscopic particles, the timing of seeding was crucial. Whereas seeding too early could 

lead to reduced rain amounts, too late seeding would cause the process to fail. It was possible 

that seeding reduced the rain drop size, thus increasing the evaporation below cloud base 

altering cold-pool and downdraft effects. This would lead to enhanced interactions and 

updrafts in neighbouring clouds. If seeding shifted the raindrop spectrum to larger drops, the 

opposite response would be expected.

Nakijima, et al., (2001) showed that for optically thick clouds, there was an expected 

increase in cloud albedo associated with the decrease in droplet size. For optically thinner 

clouds, there was an unexpected decrease o f cloud albedo with decreasing droplet size. 

Clouds with the same vertical extent and liquid water content were observed to have 

higher short wave albedo over continents than over oceans. The study associated water 

bodies with suppressed cloud reflectivity and enhanced cloud reflectivity in polluted areas.

Li et al., (2002b) in their study in tropical oceanic convective system documented that 

cloud microphysical properties in deep convective regions significantly differed from 

those in strati-form regions. Along with the westward propagation and during the

development o f tropical convection, the area-mean vertical velocity profiles exhibited
/

major ascending motion below 500mb in the left half o f the cloud and the maximum 

ascending motion between 300 and 500mb in the right half indicating that the left half o f 

the cloud underwent the deep convective development while the anvil cloud grew in the 

right half. These accounted for much larger rainfall in the left half than in the right half.

Silverman (2003) noted that the initial seeding o f single clouds and subsequent single 

(target) cloud analyses provided statistical evidence that seeding increased rainfall. This 

was according to simulations using models with a detailed treatment of cloud 

microphysics and increased concentration o f larger drops which generated an increase in 

graupel numbers and masses. Such increases caused more rain although it remained 

unclear how the clouds would be affected for the Extended length ■ o f time that was 

suggested by some o f the measurements.
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Chen et al. (2005) simulated an event o f cold vortex precipitation and hails in the Liaoning 

Province o f northeast China with the three dimensional convective cloud models. It 

showed that the ice particles melting especially the graupels played the main role in cloud 

and precipitation formation. It further argued that the optimal time o f silver iodide seeding 

was at the cloud mature stage when the convective-stratiform mixed clouds had a 

considerably seeding potential to enhance precipitation.

A feasibility study by Griffith et al, (2007) on operational cloud seeding program in the 

Salt River and the Wyoming ranges in Wyoming reported an average increase o f 10% 

precipitation in November through March. These lead to their recommendation o f  these 

months for cloud seeding since the majority o f seedable storms were present. The study 

further noted that a properly designed cloud seeding project could increase precipitation by 

more than 10% in target areas without adverse effects on surrounding areas.

A study by Curie et al, (2007) using a cloud resolving mesoscale model investigated the 

effects o f cloud seeding by silver-iodide. When the seeding was performed at cold part of 

a long-lasting convective cloud to determine where, when and what amount o f silver- 

iodide would lead to optimum effects of seeding in terms o f rain precipitation 

enhancement and reduction o f hail. They found out that the accumulated hail and rain 

precipitation at the surface were significantly reduced (- 6.47%) or increased (8.43%) if 

the seeding zone in form o f a circular sector was seeded at early stage o f cloud 

development (5.4 min o f simulated time) for the largest seeding agent amount used.

Muehlbauer and Lohmann (2009) showed that the distribution o f orographic precipitation 

strongly depended on the composition and size of the background aerosols. If these 

aerosols lacked sufficient giant cloud condensation nucle or efficient ice nuclei, 

precipitation would develop slowly and a higher fraction o f  the precipitation moved by the 

winds to the lee side o f the mountain. In such a case, seeding could increase the efficiency 

of precipitation formation on the upwind side o f the mountain.

Khain, (2009) simulated single clouds and cloud clusters and showed that depending on the 

cloud type, the influence o f  aerosol changes on cloud microphysics could affect precipitation 

amounts very differently. Based on the models comprehensive cloud microphysics and the 

used fine grid meshes such simulations were limited to small domains apd short time scales.

nis was pointed out to the used small scales which was a  major reasop for differences in the 

net aerosol effect on the precipitation amount since macro physical buffers existed that could 

not be considered.
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Bangert et al. (2011) used COSMO ART model to simulate the regional scale effects of the 

aerosol cloud interaction over Europe. It found that in the simulation of the CCN distribution, 

the treatment of aerosol size distribution and chemical composition was necessary and could 

not be replaced by correlation of CCN with either aerosol number or mass concentration. 

These simulations showed that the presence of CCN and clouds were closely related 

spatially. Furthermore, high aerosol and CCN number concentrations in the vicinity of clouds 

at high altitudes were found and nucleation of secondary particles enhanced above the 

clouds. This was attributed to an efficient formation of gaseous aerosol precursors above the 

cloud due to more available radiation, transport of gases in clean air above the cloud, and 

humid conditions.
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CHAPTER THREE

3 DATA AND METHODOLOGY

The data and the methods used to achieve the objectives of the present study are described in 

this chapter.

3.1 Data

The data used in the present study include daily and monthly station rainfall totals; monthly 

NCEP global wind reanalyses datasets; daily atmospheric optical depth and mass 

concentration; satellite imagery; GME Model data; cloud cover data

The methods used included the Rainfall anomy index, HYSPLIT backward trajectory 

analysis, composite wind analysis, time series analysis, object based image classification and 

COSMO model simulation.

3.1.1 Rainfall data

The rainfall data used in this study consisted of daily and monthly records at 21 stations 

distributed over Kenya within the period 1971-2010 obtained from the Kenya 

Meteorological Department (KMD). The list of rainfall stations used in the study is shown in 

Table 1. Stratified sampling was used to select representative stations used for the study 

based on availability and continuity o f the stations records. The OND monthly records 

referred to as “the short rains season” over Kenya were used to generate the seasonal time 

series for 1971-2010 from which the anomalously wet and dry years were delineated. This 

study used the October -November -December rainfall season due to its predictability over 

Kenya (Ogallo, 1989). The pentads (five day total) were calculated from the daily 

observations. The pentad calendar used to pick dates to be totalled is given in appendix A.

3.1.2 NCEP global wind reanalyses datasets.

This wind data used in this study consisted of once-daily grid-point datasets operationally 

analyzed at NCEP. These NCEP analyses are produced using the four-dimensional data 

assimilation system. The NCEP/NCAR monthly wind data with 2.5° x 2.5° resolution 

(Kalnay et al., 1996) were adapted for the study. These wind data used were taken at 1200 

UTC (3:00pm local time) when convective activities were expected to be significant over the 

region o f study. The NCEP global reanalysis datasdts used in this study were obtained
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through the NOAA. The zonal and meridional wind component dataset were downloaded 

from the NCEP website for the period 1971 to 2010 (ftp://ftp.cdc.noaa.gov/Datasets).

3 11  Daily mean atmospheric aerosol products

In this study, the daily mean atmospheric aerosol products used included the aerosol optical 

depth measured over land at 550nm (AOD550) and aerosol mass concentration. This dataset 

was acquired from the MODIS Terra Level-3 daily mean data product at a spatial resolution 

o f  i° x 1° over representative locations over the region o f  study. These products were 

retrieved from MODIS satellite and measured by MODIS sensor onboard the Terra satellite 

launched launched on December 18, 1999 mainly for global monitoring o f  the atmosphere, 

terrestrial ecosystems, and oceans (Savtchenko, 2004).

The period considered included selected wet and dry rainfall seasons delineated in the study. 

The estimated uncertainty o f  the MODIS AOD and mass concentration products have been 

reported to be 0.05 ±0.15 over land (Chu et al., 2003) and 0.03 ±0.05 over the ocean. The 

NASA MODIS aerosol retrieval algorithm has recently been improved and the products 

denoted as C005 implemented to correct systematic biases in the MODIS algorithm used 

previously (Remer et al., 2005). Table 1 and figure 2 shows the list o f  all rainfall stations and 

their spatial distribution used in the present study

Table 1: List of rainfall stations and their location

Station Longitude Latitude Station Longitude Latitude

Colche 36.08 0.63 Marsabit 37.98 2.32

Dagoreti 36.75 -1.13 Mombasa 39.62 -4.03

Eldoret 35.28 0.58 Moyale 39.05 3.53

Garissa 39.63 -0.48 Mtwapa 39.7 -3.9

Kakamega 34.77 0.28 Nakuru 36.07 -0.28

Kisii 34.78 -0.68 Narok 35.83 -1.13

Kisumu 34.67 - 0.1 Nyahururu 36.35 -0.42

La mu 40.9 -2.27 Thika 37.1 -1.02

Lodwar 35.62 3.7 Voi 38.57 -3.4

Makindu 37.83 -2.28 Wajir 40.07 1.75

Mandera 41.87 3.93 l  ' *
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Figure 2: Map o f  Kenya showing the area o f  study and rainfall stations used 

3.1.4 Satellite imagery

The classification o f  clouds was performed using daily high resolution satellite imagery 

(NOAA/AVHRR) for 316th Julian date observed during November during October -  

November -December. The images considered were for dry and wet OND rainfall seasons. 

The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor is carried onboard the 

NOAA's Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellites (POES). The AVHRR/3 sensor 

measures atmospheric properties in six spectral bands but only five spectral bands are 

transmitted to the ground at any time. Other parameters such as the time codes, quality 

indicators, solar zenith angles, and telemetry are also appended on the m ages. The NOAA- 

18 satellite has a spatial resolution o f  about 1.1 km in nadir and the 6 spectral channels with 

the following wavelength ranges shown in table 2.
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Table 2: Channel of NOAA/AVHRR/3

Spectral channels Range of electromagnetic

Chi: 0 .58-0 .68 pm VIS (Visible)

Ch2: 0.725 -  1 70 pm NIR (Near infrared)

Ch3A: 1.58-1.64 pm MIR (Middle infrared -  day)

Ch3B: 3.55-3 .93 7 pm MIR (Middle infrared -  Night)

Ch4: 10.3-11.30 pm T1R (Thermal infrared)

Ch5: 11.5-12.5 pm TIR (Thermal infrared)

3.1.5 Global model for Europe

In this study, the initial and boundary conditions were provided by the GME global Model 

from Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) with an icosahedral model grid. The data from this 

model are first pre-processed to have the data in a common format which can be processed by 

the interpolating model (INT2LM). The GME data sets are very large. The study used a GME 

bitmap data, a subset that is needed to run the COSMO Model for a special domain 

considered. The specific characteristics o f the grid of the driving model chosen for the Model

domain (Mesh size: 0.0625° ~ 7 km)

■ Startlat in tot latitude of lower left grid point of total input domain = 15.0 S

■ startlon in tot longitude of lower left grid point of total input domain = 23.0

■ dlon in longitudinal resolution of the input grid = 52.0

■ dlat in latitudinal resolution of the input grid = 15.ON

■ ie in tot longitudinal grid point size =201

■ je in tot latitudinal grid point size = 193

■ ke in tot vertical grid point size =316

■ pollat in geographical latitude of north pole = 90.0

■ pollon in geographical longitude of north pole = -180.0

3.1.6 Cloud cover data

Ground based cloud observations over the selected stations in the area of study were used. 

These stations corresponded to stations where rainfall data were obtained for both dry and 

wet OND season. The ground based cloud cover data were used as control points during 

image classification for accuracy assessment.

o f
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3.2 Methodology

Different methods were used to achieve the objectives of the study. These methods are 

discussed in the subsection below.

3.2.1 Data quality control

Data quality control involves estimation of missing data and homogeneity test.

3.2.1.1 Estimation of missing data

Several methods have been recommended by WMO (1996) for the estimation of missing 

records in meteorological time series. In the present study, there were no missing data

3.2.1.2 Data homogeneity using Short -Cut Bartlett Method

In the present study, Short-Cut Bartlett method was used to test the homogeneity of rainfall 

records. This method was used to ascertain the significance of a break by testing the seasonal 

rainfall time series for stability of variance.

Short -Cut Bartlett’s test is a test of the hypothesis that all factor standard deviations (or 

equivalently variances) are equal against the alternative that the standard deviations were not 

all equal. The sampling distribution of the Bartlett statistic is approximately chi-square when 

the k factor samples were from independent normal populations. This method is very 

sensitive to departures from this normality assumption. The method has been used analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) in a statistical test of the significance o f an apparent break in the slope. 

ANOVA supposes a normal distribution of the data and therefore testing for stability of 

variance. This method was applied by dividing the time series data into k equal sub periods, 

where k > 2. In each of these sub-periods, the sample variance S k was given by Equation 1:

Sk = ~  n 0)

In equation (1) n represented the summations range over the series in the sub-period k. The 

largest and smallest values of were then selected and denoted as S2m< and S^m

respectively. The 95% significant points for the ration S ^ x/ S ^ n was obtained by 

comparing this ration with the values in F-distribution table at 95% significance points. In

this method, the null hypothesis is rejected if the F- value calculated is less than tabulated 
value. ■'
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3 2 2 Wind circulation patterns and its effects on local aerosol distribution 

3 2 2.1 Determination of anomalous rainfall years

The major wet and dry years within the study period (1971-2010) were determined from the 

regional rainfall anomaly indices. The regional rainfall anomaly indices were defined as;

1 100X„

Y t= m Z " ! "j=i '
(2)

Where m is the total number o f rainfall stations in the region of study, j is the number of 

stations used, Xf is the time dependent rainfall index as a percentage of the mean and 

averaged over all the stations, Xtj represents the time series of individual station for the OND 

seasonal rainfall and Yt*s the rainfall anomaly index

The wet years have large values o f this index (>125%), while the drought years have low 

values of the index (<75%). The normal years had values of this index between 125% and 

75%. The major wet and dry seasons were first be delineated and then averaged (composites) 

for each category to study the spatial and temporal evolutions o f the wind circulation over the 

region.

3.2.2.2 HYSPLIT back trajectory analysis

HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model is a computer- 

based air pollution modeling package used for Modeling. The HYSPLIT is a system for 

computing both simple air parcel trajectories and complex dispersion and deposition 

simulations. In this study, the model calculation method used was a hybrid between the 

Lagrangian approach, which used a moving frame of reference as the air parcels moved from 

their initial location, and the Eulerian approach, which used a fixed three-dimensional grid as 

a frame of reference. The pollutant trajectories were calculated on a fixed grid. Calculations 

were performed on archived meteorological data from the Global Data Assimilation System 

ran by United States National Weather Service's National Centers for Environmental 

Prediction (NCEP) four times a day at 00, 06, 12, and 18 UTC. NCEP post-processing of the 

GDAS converted the data from spectral coefficient form to 1 degree latitude-longitude (360 

by 181) grids and from sigma levels to mandatory pressure levels. HYSPLIT Model output is 

in GRIB format. The archived data file usually contained the data in synoptic time sequence,\ l ^
without any missing records (Draxler and Rolph, 2012). /
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3 2.2.3 Composite wind analysis

The composite analysis involved identifying and averaging one or more categories of fields 

of a variable selected according to their association with key conditions. The results o f these 

composites were then used to generate hypotheses for patterns that were associated with the 

individual scenarios. The key conditions for the composite analysis in the study were the wet, 

normal, and dry conditions defined in section 3.2.2.1. Advantages o f composite fields are that 

they are easy to interpret and are dimensional. A number of studies have indicated that the 

results obtained from composite analysis usually agree closely with those from correlation 

methods (Ward 1992). The approach has been used in the region by Matarira and Jury 

(1992) to study the synoptic scale kinematic patterns associated with the dry and wet spells in 

Zimbabwe. Moreover, the composite method is capable of displaying some features which 

would otherwise be smoothened out by correlations and many basic climatological and 

statistical methods.

The anomalously wet and dry years selected using methods in section 3.2.2.1 above were 

composed in order to isolate the circulation patterns associated with the wet and dry seasons

3.2.3 Temporal and spatial variability of atmospheric aerosols

In this study, the temporal and spatial variability of atmospheric aerosols were investigated. 

A time series analysis was used to examine the temporal variations of aerosol optical depth 

measured over land at 550nm and particle mass concentration. Graphical time series analysis 

was used in the study. It involved plotting of scatter diagrams where various AOD550 and 

aerosol mass concentrations were plotted against time. The time series  ̂ graphs were 

smoothened out with the intention of showing the natural trend of the centre of mass of the 

data. Smoothing always involves some form of local averaging of data such that the non- 

systematic components of individual observations cancel out. Graphical method is highly 

subjective and has the weakness of dependency on visual judgment (Muthama et al., 2008).

Spatial variability of atmospheric AOD550 nm and aerosol mass concentration was 

represented by spatial maps. These maps were generated based on representative stations data 

retrieved from MODIS aerosol product. These maps were generated with the aid of SURFER 
software.
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3 2 4 Cloud type identification and image classification

The three standard steps in image classification for cloud detection were followed in this 

study These included image pre-processing, image classification and accuracy assessment.

3.2.4.1 Image pre-processing

The most effective method of identifying individual cloud types is by obtaining a Visible and 

an IR image of the same scene. Image processing (corrections and calibrations) and clipping 

the study area from satellite images was performed. The Visible (VIS) channels 1 and 2 of 

the data were processed for Albedo. The VIS image was used to identify cloud shapes, 

textures, organizational patterns, and thicknesses. Generally, the thicker the cloud, the higher 

its albedo and the brighter appears in visible imagery. Thin clouds are often very dark or 

transparent in visible imagery. Cloud texture referred to its appearance in visible imagery. 

The Visible satellite data was compared to an Infrared (IR) image in order to determine the 

height of the clouds.

The selected bands were corrected and geo-referenced. The atmospheric correction was 

completed the PCIgeomatica software. These images were then geo-referenced using the 

Surfer8 software. The IR channels 3, 4 and 5 of the data were then processed for brightness 

temperature. General, the higher the cloud, and the colder it appears in IR imagery. 

Therefore, lower warmer clouds appeared darker while high, cold clouds appeared brighter.

3.2.4.2 Image classification

Single date classifications were performed with a per-object approach for both dry and wet 

OND season. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram for image classification. Standard stages 

for image classification as described by Lillesand et al., (2004) were followed. These include 

image segmentation, training stage and classification stage

3.2.4.2.1 Image segmentation

The multi-resolution segmentation was selected in the study. It resulted to a condensing of 

information and a knowledge-free extraction of image objects. In this method, the used 

AVHRR channels brightness temperatures of band 4 and 5 and cloud height were weighted 

by 1, whereas the Digital Elevation Model (DEM), LST and SST that showed free cloud 

areas, were weighted by 0.2 (Gottsche and Olesen, 2005). Since the clouds with medium area 

and more were important in the study, a fairly medium scale of 50 wks chosen for the finest 

segmentation (level 1 called analysis level).
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In this study, image segmentation was carried out using the commercial software eCognition 

software. The software has been increasingly been applied in different researches as it 

provides a straightforward set o f tools for incorporating the spatial domain through 

segmentation and therefore appropriate for this study. Additionally, it allows combination of 

segmentation techniques with fiizzy classifiers (Hay et al., 2003). The eCognition software 

uses a segmentation procedure based in the computation of a heterogeneity or homogeneity 

criterion. According to the heterogeneity criterion, pixels are merged into bigger objects 

starting with one pixel object at any point in the image. Two main elements are used during 

the segmentation process; the scale parameter and the heterogeneity criterion.

3.2.4.2.2 Training stage

The algorithm used for the classification requires training areas which are segments 

representative o f different cloud types. They have the same function as the training areas in 

the pixel based approach. Prior to the classification, a class hierarchy has to be created. The 

hierarchy contains all the classes to be identified and the description of the classes. The 

description of classes is achieved by combining different measures such as mean, standard 

deviation, ratio and bands (Volker, 2003). The feature space tool in the eCognition software 

was used to find the best feature combination and parameters which were later used by the 

classifier to differentiate the cloud types during the classification process.

3.2.4.2.3 Classification stage

The eCognition software uses a multidimensional membership function with the nearest 

neighbour classifier. The classifier uses fuzzy logic to assign objects to classes. It defines a 

degree of membership that ranges from 0 when there is no membership to 1 when there is 

full membership. The intermediate values show a partial degree of membership (Campbell, 

2002). It not only allocates the primitive objects to a specific class, but also provides 

information about the degree of assignment of the objects to the rest of the defined classes. 

Fuzzy logic systems allow consideration of uncertainties in remote sensing classification 

process. The resulting classification shows the membership degree of each class in the cloud 

type map. The lower the membership value the higher the uncertainties about the allocation 

of the object to a category.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram illustrating steps and type o f data used in cloud classification 

3.2.4.3 Image classification accuracy assessment
/

Accuracy assessment methods can produce statistical outputs to check the quality o f  the 

classification results. In this study, the principle o f bi-spectral technique based on the 

relationship between cold and brightness temperature o f clouds was used to assess the 

accuracy o f object oriented classification (figure 4). It was assumed that there was a 

probability o f other types of clouds existing during the day when the images used in the study 

was taken. Therefore, it necessitated the collection o f control points since accurate 

assessment could not be guaranteed. The regions which had the most adaptation with bi- 

spectral cloud classification theories were used as training samples optically. Standard 

methods for image classification assessment such as overall accuracy, error matrix,

producer s and user’s accuracy and kappa index have regularly been used.
\ ' '\ /

The NIR and IR channels 3, 4, and 5 o f the data were further processed for temperature and 

brightness. In IR image cold clouds are usually high clouds. The colors typically highlighted
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he colder regions mid height clouds with TB below 230k and identified as cumulonimbus 

cloud Darker clouds in 1R images were associated to warm stratus, Strato-cumulus, cumulus 

clouds and thin cirrus cloud that were colder than others. Based on this knowledge and bi- 

spectral technique, the sampling areas were selected for accuracy assessment. Several 

methods for accuracy assessment exist such as classification Stability, best Classification 

Result Error Matrix based on TTA Mask and Error Matrix based on Samples. In this study, 

Error Matrix based TTA Mask was used for accuracy assessment where test areas were used 

as a reference to check classification quality by comparing the classification with reference 

values called ground truth in geographic and satellite imaging based on objects. Furthermore, 

the kappa coefficient was also computed.

3.2.5 Simulation of aerosol effects on precipitation

3.2.5.1 Overview o f the Model system

In this study, the Consortium for Small-Scale Modelling (COSMO) Model was used in 

numerical weather prediction mode. This is a non-hydrostalic limited-area atmospheric 

prediction model designed for both operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) and 

various scientific applications on the meso-B and m^so-y scales. The COSMO-Model is 

based on the primitive thermo-hydrodynamical equations describing'compressible flow in a 

moist atmosphere. The model equations are formulated in rotated geographical coordinates

31X1 3 generalized terrain following height coordinates (Steppeler et al., 2003).
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A variety of physical processes are taken into account by parameterization schemes for 

accurate numerical prediction o f near surface weather conditions, focusing on clouds, fog, 

frontal precipitation, and orographically and thermally forced local wind systems. The 

COSMO-Model provides two kinds of output which can be written in GRIB or in NetCDF

output.

The standard COSMO model uses a one moment scheme for cloud physics, i.e. only the bulk 

masses of the different hydrometeors (cloud droplets, raindrops, cloud ice, snow, graupel) are 

predicted at each grid point. For the number concentration o f the particles or their sizes, 

certain assumptions have to be made. Therefore, such a scheme is not appropriate to study 

the impact of aerosols on clouds, as it works via particle numbers and sizes. More advanced 

microphysical schemes take into account balance equations not only for mass concentrations 

but also for number concentrations (so called two-moment schemes). In this way, two 

parameters are predicted in space and time which allowed for reconstruction of hydrometeor 

spectra comprising the bulk quantities.

Therefore, a sophisticated two-moment scheme developed by Seifert and Beheng (2006) has 

been implemented into the COSMO model. Originally, the particle types are assumed to be 

the same as in the standard COSMO scheme. The two important extensions include an 

additional hail class and a new scheme to parameterize cloud droplet nucleation based on 

look-up tables by Segal et al., (2006). A multitude of processes and interactions between the 

particles are considered. For different purposes different configurations are used.

For time integration COSMO uses a time-splitting technique. The time step for the slow/
processes is set at the beginning of the run which, for the 7 km resolution, amounts to 8 s. For 

certain fast processes (sound and gravity wave propagation, some microphysical processes) a 

smaller, and for very slow processes a larger time step is applied. Different time integration 

schemes can be chosen within COSMO. This study used a two time-level, third order Runge- 

Kutta method.

3.2.5.2 Model setup

In this study, all simulations were performed with the non-hydrostatic numerical weather 

prediction model COSMO developed by the German Weather Service for their operational 

weather forecasts. It is based on the fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations using finite 

differences with a terrain following grid and rotated spherical coordinates. It allows for a 

wide range of spatial resolutions, provided that adequate parameterizations for the sub-grid 
scale processes are considered.
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Three dimensional simulations have been performed in order to study the impact of aerosols. 

COSMO Model with the 2-moment scheme for cloud microphysics has been used with a 

horizontal resolution o f about 7km and a time step of 10 s for the slow processes. Total 

simulation time was 3 h for each of the three aerosols scenarios.

The size of the model domain is described in section 3.1 (v) of 201 x 193 x 316 and 

comprises Kenya and adjacent regions. The model was initialized 0600UTC with data ffom 

the GME Model. In the model, cloud droplet nucleation was parameterized using the look-up 

tables given in Segal et al., (2006) where the number of nucleated droplets was determined 

by vertical velocity at cloud base and aerosol properties represented by CCN number 

concentration Nccn, mean radius o f the larger aerosol mode R2 (a bi-modal aerosol 

distribution is assumed), logarithm o f the standard deviation of the size distribution log o, 

and a factor e representing the effect of the soluble fraction.

Simulations for three different aerosol scenarios of CCN concentration leading to three 

different typical maximum cloud droplet concentrations Ndrop at cloud base were performed 

to study the impact of aerosols and thus the possible effects of cloud seeding. These scenarios 

included; low CCN concentration, N^op = 5ugcm 3, intermediate CCN concentration, Ndrop = 

lOugcnT3 and high CCN concentration, Ndrop = 20ugcm 3. For the control run, low CCN 

concentration was assumed. The cloud droplet concentrations result from these values 

depend on the vertical velocities that develop near cloud base and therefore on simulation 

time. The time it takes to form raindrops out of cloud droplets not only depends on the size of 

the nucleated droplets but also on the width of the cloud droplet size distribution. In the two 

moment scheme, a general gamma distribution with four parameters is assumed for all size 

distributions (with x = hydrometeor mass)

f(x) = Axv exp (-A xO ............................................................................(3)

A and k are determined by the predicted number and mass densities (the 0th and 1st moment 

of the distribution), p and v have to be fixed.

t
\
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CHAPTER FOUR

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This results obtained in this study using the methods outlined in the preceding chapter are 

discussed in this section.

4.1 DATA QUALITY CONTROL

The results are presented in the table 3 and figure 4 for all stations used in the study at 95% 

significance points. The F statistics value and F critical represented the computed and 

tabulated F distribution sample variances respectively. In figure 5, the results showed that the 

ration (F computed statistics) between the highest sample variance and the smallest sample 

variance were less than the F tabulated statistics for all stations used. These statistics are 

presented in table 3. This indicated that the variance o f rainfall records used in the study were 

significant at 95% confidence level. Therefore, the null hypothesis which stated that all factor 

standard deviations (or equivalently variances) were equal was accepted i.e. the rainfall 

records used were homogeneous against the alternative hypothesis
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Figure 5: Analysis of variance over selected rainfall stations in Kenya
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Table 3: Short-cut Bartlett test

STATION F-value

(Computed)

F-critical

(Tabulated)

STATION F-value

(Computed)

F-critical

(Tabulated)

l o d w a r 1.5 2.2326 COLCHE 1.3179 2.2326

m a r s a b it 1.5812 2.2326 NYAHURURU 0.3462 2.2326

g a r is s a 1.2578 2.2326 KAKAMEGA 0.8278 2.2326

e l d o r e t 0.3444 2.2326 NAKURU 0.5102 2.2326

KISUMU 0.1392 2.2326 MTWAPA 0.8948 2.2326

NAROK 0.0976 2.2326 KISH 1.6077 2.2326

DAGORETI 0.1432 2.2326 WAJIR 1.1665 2.2326

MAKINDU 1.3857 2.2326 MANDERA 0.8214 2.2326

VOI 0.97 2.2326 MOYALE 0.6186 2.2326

LAMU 0.3906 2.2326 THIKA 0.6459 2.2326

MOMBASA 1.6016 2.2326

4.2 Wind circulation and its effects on local aerosols distribution

The dominant wind direction during the OND season was investigated through composite 

analysis of wind with similar patterns for both the dry and wet rainfall seasons based on the 

rainfall anomaly index. The results are presented in the preceding sections.

4.2.1 Rainfall anomaly index

Rainfall anomaly indices were computed for OND rainfall seasonal for the period 1971 to 

2010. The years delineated as wet, normal and dry are shown in table 4 arranged in 

descending order of magnitude. The mean spatial distribution of rainfall and the time series 

of the computed rainfall anomaly index are presented in figure 5 and figure 6 respectively.

The time series for RA1 was presented in figure 6. Based on the RA1 (table 4), it was 

established that 17, 8 and 15 years corresponded to the dry, wet and normal rainfall years 

respectively during the OND season. The RAI indicated that the wettest and driest year over 

the study region corresponded to 1997 and 2005 respectively. The 1997 wet year had 

anomalously high RAI of 338% compared to other wet years. Numerous studies on the wet 

spell observed in 1997 OND rainfall season classified the event as unique and one of the 

wettest periods of the last 100 years over most of east Africa (WMO, 1§98). Furthermore, a 

etailed study by Okoola et al., (2008) on the anomalous wet spell 6vent of October 1997 

attributed this unique event to the general mechanism that causes rainfall during the short rain
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ason over the region. Moreover, the study by Okoola et al., (2008) established that the 

circuit*00 features that were common during most o f the wet events included weakening or 

reversal o f the east west (walker type) circulation over the Indian ocean; enhanced 

convergence between the northern and southern hemisphere trade winds and westward 

moving disturbances in the low level equatorial winds.

In the study, 1997 OND season was considered as an anomalous wet year and not appropriate 

for further studies. Instead, 2006 was picked to represent the wet OND season while 2005 

represented OND seasonal rainfall. Furthermore, wet and dry years during the OND season 

selected for farther analysis o f atmospheric aerosols corresponded to years when MODIS 

atmospheric aerosol products from MODIS Tera satellite were available. Figure 9 shows the 

long term mean spatial distribution o f rainfall over the region o f study. It is noted that the 

western parts of Kenya including Kakamega, Kisumu and Kisii recorded the highest amounts 

of rainfall o f over 250mm during the OND rainfall season. The Northern parts o f the study 

region (Lodwar) and most o f  the Eastern stations recorded low rainfall totals o f  less than 

120mm.

A plot of pentad rainfall over selected stations to show intra-seasonal distribution o f rainfall 

showed that during dry OND season (figure 7), rainfall was observed over many stations in 

November. The beginning and end o f the dry season recorded depressed rainfall. The 

distribution of rainfall during wet OND season (figure 9) noted that significant rainfall was 

observed over most these selected stations throughout the season with highest amount being 

recorded in November.

Figure 6 . Time series of averaged seasonal rainfall anomaly index (1971-2010)
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Table 4: Classification of the dry, normal and wet rainfall anomaly scenarios

"^Scenario

type

Anomaly range 

(% )

Frequency 

(n = 40) Years

d r y * < 7 5 17

2005, 1974, 1998, 1975, 1987, 1980, 1985,

2010, 1996, 1976, 1973, 1981, 1993, 2007, 

1983,2003

n o r m a l 75 < Xt < 125 15

1979, 1971, 2001, 1986, 1991, 1988, 2000, 

2008, 1999, 1995, 1992, 1990, 2004, 1978, 

1984,1972

WET X t >  125 8

1997, 2006, 1977, 1982, 2002, 2009, 1994, 

1989

■ . 1
V O I ^ O O O O ^ r M C O

■ Lodwar ■ Dagoreti ■ Kakamega

Figure 7: Pentad rainfall during dry (2005) OND season

figure 8: Pentad rainfall during wet (2006) OND season
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Figure 9: Mean spatial distribution of rainfall during OND rainfall season

4.2.2 HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated trajectory (HYSPLIT) analysis

Backward trajectory analysis was done using the HYSPLIT model. The tnodel was run 

backward in time for five days to identify the sources o f atmospheric aerosols over Dagoretti, 

Kakamega and Lodwar during the wet (2006) and dry (2005) OND season. The HYSPLIT 

model was initialized at 0000UTC on 15,h November for both dry and wet OND season. 

Three different altitudes for the stations considered were used. These were at 500, 1000 and 

1500 metres above the ground level. The results were presented in figure 10 and 11.

During the dry season (figure 10), aerosols were observed to have originated from the 

Arabian and India subcontinent especially at levels above 1000m. At levels below 1000m, the 

local sources which could either be from natural or anthropogenic sources accounted for 

aerosols present in the atmosphere. During this period (dry), aerosols w«re noted to be mainly 

continental in nature. Diming the wet seaon (figure 11) aerosols, were mostly from the 

southwestern parts o f the Indian Ocean especially below 1000m above the ground. Above 

1000m, few aerosols trajectory were obeserved to originate from the continental arabian and
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Indian sub continent region. During this period (wet) aerosols were noted to be mainly 

maritime (oceanic) in nature. These trajectory analysis for the wet and dry OND season 

agreed well with other studies such as Gatebe (1999) which had noted that pollutants 

reaching Kenya during the OND season mainly originated from the south western parts o f the 

Indian Ocean and Arabian regions and were mainly characterised by their oceanic or 

continental nature o f aerosols respectively.

The study also observed that at different levels above the ground, the atmospheric aerosol 

present in the atmsphere had different origns. It was assumed that these aerosols at from 

different origins underwent vertical mixing as they got advected inlands o f the study region. 

Therefore, these mixed aerosols accounted for enhanced rainfall observed over the central 

kenya and western regions which had highly mixed type o f aerosol composition.

2000
1 5 0 0
1000
5 0 0

Figure 10: HYSPLIT back trajectory during dry rainfall season (15tl‘ November 2005)
1 /
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1000

Figure 11: HYSPLIT back trajectory during wet rainfall season (15<h November 2005)

4.2.3 Composite wind analysis

Composites techniques, based on streamlines and isotach wind analysis were used to derive 

the composite wind pattern for the dry and wet conditions over the region. Four years were 

used to composites surface winds at 700hPa pressure levels for both dry and wet OND 

season. The years 2005, 1974, 1998 and 1975 were used to composite winds during dry OND 

season while the years 2006, 1977, 1982 and 2002 were used to composite winds during dry 

OND season. The results are presented in Figure 12 and 13.

It was observed that winds were dominantly north easterlies during the dry OND season 

(figure 12) along latitude 4°N. These winds were relatively weak at 700hPa with less than 1.1 

m s‘- The Northeasterlies had maximum intensity o f about 4.9 m s'1 along the equator at 

longitude 34.5°E . These North easterlies were noted to have its roots in the high pressure 

centre over arabia and India. Studies by Anyamba (1983) established that these monsoonal air 

Were mainly continental in origin with moderate sea trajectory/ and hence dry. The 

dominantly shallow and weak winds approaching the equator underwent rising motions in the 

vicinity o f the equator. The convective activities resulted to observed precipitation over the
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region. Large scale systems occuring over these region would also have contributed to the 

precipitation received. In such situations, the normally dry northeast monsoon become very 

active weatherwise in eastern kenya (Okoola, 1996).

It was observed that winds were dominantly south easterlies during the wet OND rainfall 

season (figure 13) with increasing wind speeds above the surface at 700hPa along the 

equator with maximum wind intensity o f  o f about 6ms'1 .The cool and most 

southeast/southwest monsoon air flows from the Mascarene Anticyclone in the southern 

Indian Ocean. The considerate amount of rainfall during this period is attributed to interaction 

between the south east monsoon current, the Congo airmass and the lake victoria thermally 

induced mesoscale circulation (Kiangi et al., 1981).
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figure 12: Wind patterns at 700hPa during dry OND season (2005,1974,1998 &1975)
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Figure 13: wind patterns at 700hPa during wet years (2006, 1977, 1982, 2002)

4.3 Spatial and temporal variability of aerosols over Kenya

In the present study, aerosols properties were investigated using the aerosol optical depth 

measured at 550nm and mass concentration over land.
/

4.3.1 Aerosol optical depth at 550 nm over Kenya

The size distribution o f aerosol particles was estimated from the spectral variation o f aerosol 

optical depth derived at 550 nm (wavelengths). This wavelength has been considered 

important and used in numerous global climate modeling and analysis (Remer et al., 2005). 

The time series showing the intra-seasonal variation o f AOD550 for Kakamega, Lodwar and 

Dogoreti are presented in figures 12-14. Figure 17 showed the spatial distribution of 

AOD550 over the study region.

Figure 14-16 shows AOD550 in the atmosphere. It was noted that AOD550 during the wet

OND season was generally larger than during the dry OKD season over all stations used. The
/

spatial pattern o f AOD550 during wet OND season showed that aerosols over Northern parts 

° f  the ^ a  o f study had larger diameters with an average value o f  0.19 and varied between
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0.09 and 0.35 while it varied between 0.07 and 0.22 with a mean o f 0.15 during dry OND 

season. It was noted that the high values o f AOD550 over northern Kenya translated to larger 

CCN diameter. Since these areas have little moisture content in the atmosphere, it was not 

possible for condensation process to occur even during the wet OND season hence the CCN 

growth was limited resulting to observed less rainfall.

The temporal variability of AOD550 for stations used in the study also showed similar 

patterns (appendix B) to stations which had same rainfall characteristics.

Figure 14: Aerosol optical depth during dry and wet OND season over Lodwar

> i <

Figure 15: Aerosol optical depth during dry and wet OND season oVer Kakamega
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Figure 16: Aerosol optical depth during dry and wet OND season over Dagoretti

AODSSO(rvooi

Figure 17: Mean spatial distribution o f AOD550during (a) dry and (b) wet rainfall season
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4.3.2 Aerosol mass concentration over Kenya

The mass concentration o f atmospheric aerosol was estimated based on a five day average. 

The time series showing the intra-seasonal variation o f aerosol mass concentration for 

Kakamega, Lodwar and Dogoreti are presented in figures 18-20. Figure 21 showed the 

spatial distribution of mass concentration over the study region.

Figures 18-20 shows that the temporal pattern of mass concentration in the atmosphere. It 

was observed that during wet OND season, aerosol mass concentration was generally higher 

than during the dry rainfall season for all stations used in the study. The total mean particle 

mass concentrations over land values varied between 4.55pg/cm3 and 15.14pg/cm3with a 

mean value o f 8.6pg/cm3during wet rainfall season and between 5.86pg/cm3 and 

23.22pg/cm3 with a mean of 10.65pg/cm3 during dry rainfall season. This was accounted by 

the prevailing direction of aerosols which were mostly oceanic from the southwestern parts of 

the Indian Ocean especially during the wet rainfall season. Continental aerosols from the 

Arabia and India sub-continent also contributed during the dry rainfall season.

It was noted that mass concentration during the dry OND season underwent slight variation 

throughout the season compared to wet OND season. This was attributed to the wet and dry 

deposition processes of pollutant removal from the atmosphere. It was noted that since 

aerosols had very short residence time in the atmosphere, it accounted for their high 

variability observed. The rate of removal of aerosol from the atmosphere during wet rainfall 

seasons was high due to washout and rainout processes at cloud levels. These aerosols could

also have acted as cloud condensation nuclei enhancing formation of clouds resulting to/
increased precipitation due to reduced mass concentration. During dry rainfall season, mass 

concentration slightly varied as most o f aerosols which were suspended were left to settle due 

to gravity. Therefore, few aerosols accounted for the cloud formation.

In figure 21, it could be seen that the spatial distribution of aerosols mass concentration in the 

atmosphere was highly concentrated over the Northern parts of the study region compared to 

the southern regions. The high mass concentration of aerosols over those areas must have 

resulted to competition for available limited moisture in the atmosphere. This could have 

resulted to formation of more clouds which could not undergo rainfall formation processes 

such as coalescence and Bergeron hence failed to precipitate due to their tiny size o f clouds 

formed.
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Figure 18: Aerosol mass concentration during dry and wet OND season over Lodwar
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Figure 19: Aerosol mass concentration during dry and wet OND season over Kakamega

figure 20: Aerosol mass concentration during dry and wet OND season over Dagoretti
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Figure 21: Mean spatial distribution o f  AMC during (a) dry and (b) wet rainfall season

4.4 Clouds detection and classification

4.4.1 Image processing and cloud classification

Satellite imagery from NOAA/AVHRR3 taken during a typical the wet and dry rainfall 

season (316th Julian date) was used in the study to detect and classify clouds over the region 

of study. Classification was carried out after scrutinizing the mean, standard deviation, shape 

(area and density) and texture (homogeneity, contrast and entropy). The results were 

presented in figures 22 and 23 showing the distribution o f  cloud types over the area o f  study 

for single date analysis during dry and wet rainfall season. Eight classes were identified that 

were classified as non-cloud classes (sea and terrain) and 7 cloud classes (Ns, Ci, Cb, Cu, Cg, 

Sc, and St).

The study noted that during the dry OND season (figure 22), it was noted that strato cumulus 

clouds were very dominant over the Northeastern parts o f  the study region. Stratus clouds 

were observed over the western parts o f  the study region especially in Kakamega, Kisumu 

^ d  Eldoret. Cumulonimbus and cumulus congestus were observed over Voi and Mt. Kenya

regions respectively. These were accounted for by the north easterlies winds which were
\  '

generally weak and dry undergoing vertical motions over these regions. The limited moisture 

available over northern parts o f Kenya and the high concentration o f  aerosols observed
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resulted to CCN competing during cloud formation process. The rain formation clouds over 

the central and western regions were accounted by orographic lifting o f  moisture due to the 

rugged terrain and lower aerosols levels which ensured that enough amounts o f  CCN required 

for nucleation process to occur was available.

During the wet OND season (figure 23), it was noted that cumulonimbus clouds were very 

dominant over the southeastern parts o f  the study region. Overally, cumulonimbus and 

cumulus clouds dominated the region o f  study during the wet OND season. The dominant 

cumulus clouds were accounted by the strong south easterlies from the southwestern parts o f 

the Indian Ocean which was oceanic in nature and loaded with high moisture content. The 

continental landmass forced moisture to undergo vertical motions which was enhanced by the 

strong winds up to significant levels for cumulonimbus clouds to form. It was assumed that 

these moist loaded winds reached the northern region with limited moisture accounting for 

the predominant stratus and nimbo-stratus clouds formation which are very stable in the 

atmosphere and responsible for little precipitation.
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Figure 22: Classified clouds with eCognition during the dry OND rainfall season
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Figure 23: Classified clouds with eCognition during the wet OND rainfall season 

4.4.2 Accuracy assessment

The bi-spectral cloud classification technique was used to assess the accuracy o f  object 

oriented image classification. In this study, error matrix based on TTA mask method for 

accuracy assessment was used. A series o f  error matrices with the producer’s (eCognition 

classification) and user’s (Observations) accuracy and kappa coefficients for the 8 cloud 

types classified are presented. The error matrix based on TTA Mask presented in figure 24 

and 25 for dry and wet rainfall season respectively. A graphical representation o f  user class 

against reference class is plotted in Figure 26 and 27

In the study, the per object classification o f  November miscalculations for dry OND season 

resulted mainly from confusion between cumulonimbus and cirrus, cumulus and cirrus, 

cumulonimbus and cumulus congestus, cumulus and stratocumulus, cumulus and stratus, 

nimbostratus and stratus, stratus and cumulus, stratus and stratocumulus, stratus and no 

clouds. The per object classification o f November miscalculations for dry OND season 

resulted mainly from confusion between cirrus and cumulus, cirrus and cumulus congestus, 

cirrus and cirrus and stratus, cumulonimbus and stratus,' cumulus cbngestus and cirrus,
• \  I <

nimbostratus and stratus, stratus and cumulus stratus and stratocumulus, stratus and no 

clouds.
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It was noted that the lowest user’s and producer’s accuracies during dry OND season was 

found in stratus clouds with about 78% and 77% respectively. Similarly, lowest user’s and 

producer’s accuracies during the wet OND season were found in stratus class with about 81% 

and 82% accuracy respectively. In all classes during the dry and wet OND season, the user’s 

and producer’s accuracy were found to be high with values above 77% accuracy. This was 

attributed to the sensors high spatial resolution and where image objects were evident 

(Zalazar, 2006). In this study, the image objects appeared to be quite delineated and agree 

vvell with other studies which established high accuracies using object based classification o f 

high resolution imagery compared to other classification methods such as per pixel based 

classification approach (Whiteside and Ahmad, 2005; Willhauck, 2000). Furthermore, the 

study agrees with other studies on the use o f  Object based classification on the ease o f 

interpretation as it deals with meaningful image objects with maps obtained in the analysis 

providing more appealing with regular polygon edges and less speckled results like other 

research findings (Blaschke et a t ,  2004; Stuckens et al., 2000)

The error matrix showed that the overall accuracy for the dry and wet OND season exceeded 

90% and kappa coefficient o f  over 0.8. The kappa coefficient and the overall accuracy 

statistics agreed well with previous study by Lewinski (2004). Therefore, it was concluded 

that the accuracy o f  the image classification was very high.

Figure 24: Error Matrix based on TTA Mask for dry OND season
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Figure 25: Error Matrix based on TTA Mask for wet OND season

— ■Produceraccuracy (%) --------- User accuracy (%)

Figure 26: Cloud type class accuracy during dry OND season

---------Producer accuracy (%) — User accuracy (% J ,

figure 27: Cloud types accuracy during wet OND season
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The effect of cloud seeding on precipitation was simulated using a cloud resolving Model. 

The Model simulation and its accuracy assessments are presented in the sub sections below. 

Three different aerosol scenarios o f CCN concentration were simulated were performed.

4.5.1 Simulated horizontal wind fields and accumulated precipitation

COSMO Model simulation of winds and total precipitation was performed for the three 

aerosols scenarios. Model simulation results are presented in figures 28-30 for horizontal 

wind fields at 10m agl and accumulated precipitation after 3 hours of simulation time. This 

time was equivalent to 24 hour model forecast for aerosols scenarios over the domain of 

study. Figure 31 presents the time series of accumulated precipitation

Figure 28 showed that model simulation for control simulation (low CCN concentration) 

showed more precipitation received over the western parts of Kenya around Kisumu, 

Kakemga and Kitale regions with magnitudes of about 5 to 15 mm received during the 

24hour forecast period. Model simulation for intermediate CCN concentration scenario 

(figure 29) showed an enhanced precipitation over the western parts of Kenya with 

magnitudes of about 10 to 20mm received during the 24 hour forecast period while model 

simulation showed a decreased precipitation (figure 30) received over the western parts of 

Kenya with magnitudes of less than 10mm. The rest of the areas were observed to be 

generally dry for the three aerosols scenarios simulations. Simulated horizontal wind field 

were observed to be generally south easterlies with magnitudes o f approximately 5 to 10 m/s 

and weakening towards the western parts of Kenyan for all aerosols simulation. The highly 

variable surface winds accounted for low level convergence over the region which resulted to 

observed spatial distribution of precipitation over the domain o f study.

It was further noted that precipitation over the model domain (figure 31) was observed to 

occur after 45 minutes of simulation time and displayed an exponential increase in 

accumulated precipitation. Moreover, the study noted that an increase in CCN concentration 

hardly affected the total accumulated precipitation as all the low, intermediate and high CCN 

scenarios increased exponentially at almost the same rate. Accumulated precipitation was 

observed to be higher under intermediate CCN concentration scenario than in low and high 

CCN aerosol scenarios. •» nt ' •\ i '\

4.5 Effects of cloud seeding on precipitation
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Figure 28: Simulated horizontal wind (m/s) and accumulated precipitation (xlO3 m3) for low 

CCN concentration

Figure 29: Simulated horizontal wind (m/s) and accumulated precipitation (xlO3 m3) for 

intermediate CCN concentration
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Figure 30: Simulated horizontal wind (m/s) and accumulated precipitation (x lO 3 m 3) for high

CCN concentration

Time in Minutes

--------- Low C C N ---------Inter. CCN High CCN -»
_________________________________________________ f___________ ■ ‘ ________

) /  ■
Figure 31: Time series o f  total accumulated precipitation for different Model runs
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Observed daily rainfall over selected stations which included Lodwar, Dagoretti, Makindu, 

Mombasa, Nyahururu, Kakamega, Wajir and Kisumu were used to assess the effects o f  cloud 

seeding simulation. The results are presented in figure 32.

It could be seen from figure 32 that the daily rainfall observed over the selected stations was 

generally lower than all the aerosols scenarios model simulations. It is noted that simulation 

results from intermediate CCN scenario were higher over stations which received significant 

amount o f  observed 24 hour rainfall. Under high CCN scenario, all the stations selected had 

lower values than other model output and observed precipitation over the 24 hour period. 

However, the control scenario (Low CCN) showed higher values than other scenarios and 

observations. This would be attributed to an urban environment which contributed significant 

amounts o f  aerosols from anthropogenic activities such as road transport and industrial 

activities.

4.5.2 Assessment of effects of cloud seeding simulation

■ OBSERVED

■ LOW CCN

■ INTER CCN

■ HIGH CCN

STATION

Figure 32: Comparison of 24 hour simulated and observed rainfall
I
/
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CHAPTER FIVE

5 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter gives the summary, major conclusions that were drawn from the various results 

of the study together with recommendations for future research work for a better 

understanding of enhancing rainfall through weather modification.

5.1 Summary

Many socio economic activities over Kenya are rain dependent. However the rainfall over 

Kenya displays both spatial and temporal variability bringing to question its reliability. The 

occurrence of extreme rainfall events have been associated with losses of life and property 

which can be reduced through possible enhancement or suppression o f precipitation. Rainfall 

enhancement, a component o f weather modification program has been identified in Kenya’s 

vision 2030 as one of the flagship projects aimed at making the country globally competitive 

and prosperous with a high quality o f life to all its citizens in a clean and secure environment 

by 2030

The main objective of the present study was to investigate the potential o f enhancing rainfall 

through weather modification. The specific objects were aimed at determining the seasonal 

wind pattern; investigation of the temporal and spatial variation of atmospheric aerosols; 

identification of the cloud types and simulation of the effects o f cloud seeding on 

precipitation. The study focused on enhancing rainfall during the months of October -  

November -December which constitute the short rain season due to the easiness of its 

prediction.

The datasets used included daily and monthly rainfall from the Kenya Meteorological 

Department; daily and monthly NCEP global wind reanalyses datasets from the National 

centre for environmental and prediction; daily mean atmospheric aerosol optical depth 

measured over land at 550nm and mass concentration from MODIS terra aerosol products; 

satellite imagery from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer sensor onboard the 

National Oceanic and atmospheric administration satellite series 18 and the initial and 

boundary conditions from the GME Model of the German weather service. Rainfall and wind 

reanalysis datasets extended within the period 1970 -2010 while MODIS terra aerosols 

products extended within the period dry (2005) and w^t (2006) OND season. The AVHRR
, \ I '

satellite imagery covered the 316th Julian date for both 2005 and 2006 OND season.
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Several methods were used in achieving the objectives of the study. These included rainfall 

anomaly index, composite analysis, time series analysis, HYSPLIT backward trajectory 

analysis, object oriented image classification and COSMO model simulation.

The study picked 2005 and 2006 OND season to represent the dry and wet years respectively 

during the OND season. These two years were subjected for further analysis. The pentad 

rainfall distribution indicated peak values mid-season during both dry and wet years. 

HYSPLIT backward trajectory indicated that most aerosols were continental in origin during 

dry year and oceanic origin during wet year. The low level winds were observed along the 

equator to be dominantly north easterlies with maximum wind speeds of 4.9 ms'1 during dry 

season and south-easterlies with maximum wind speeds o f 6ms'1 during the wet OND season.

The aerosol optical depth and mass concentration in the atmosphere during the wet rainfall 

season was generally higher than during the dry rainfall season over all stations used and 

more concentrated over Northern parts of the study area. The mean AOD550 values varied 

between 0.09 and 0.35 with a mean value of0.19 during wet rainfall season and between 0.07 

and 0.22 with a mean of 0.15 during dry rainfall season. The mean particle mass 

concentrations over land values varied between 4.55pg/cm3 and 15.14|ig/cm3 with a mean 

value of 8.6pg/cm3during wet rainfall season and between 5.86pg/cm3 and 23.22pg/cm3 with 

a mean o f 10.65pg/cm3 during dry rainfall season. The spatial pattern of AOD550 and mass 

concentration were accounted by the oceanic aerosols carried by the south easterlies from the 

southwestern parts of the Indian Ocean during wet OND season and the continental aerosols 

from the Arabian and India sub continent during the dry OND season.

/
During a typical dry OND season it was noted that strato cumulus clouds were very dominant 

over the Northeastern parts of the study region. Stratus clouds were observed over the 

western parts of the study region especially in Kakamega, Kisumu and Eldoret while 

Cumulonimbus and cumulus congestus were observed over Voi and Mt. Kenya regions 

respectively. During atypical the wet OND season, it was noted that cumulonimbus clouds 

were very dominant over the southeastern parts while the cumulonimbus and cumulus clouds 

dominating the region of study.

Simulation results from the COSMO Model indicated that seeding with intermediate CCN 

concentration lead to significant increase in total accumulated precipitation while high CCN 

concentration lead to reduced precipitation. The observed rainfall was noted to be lower than 

simulated intermediate CCN scenario. \  .
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5.2 Conclusions

The low level winds were predominantly north easterlies/easterlies during the dry/wet OND 

season. Thus, during dry years, the winds would have continental trajectory characterized by 

dry conditions while during the wet years, the winds would have maritime trajectory injecting 

moisture over land. Furthermore, trajectory showed that aerosols present over the area of 

study during dry years at mainly originated from the Arabian and India subcontinent and 

were dominantly observed to be suspended at levels above 1000 meters above the ground 

while during the wet years, the aerosols originated from the south western parts o f the Indian 

Ocean and were dominantly suspended at levels below 1000 meters above the ground.

The study found that the amount o f aerosols in the atmosphere were varied both in time and 

space. It was noted that Northern parts of Kenya had high values of both mass concentration 

and size distribution of aerosols in the atmosphere suggesting that the aerosols reduced 

rainfall. However, since the Northern parts of Kenya receive less rainfall than the rest of the 

country, it could be noted that aerosols alone would not explain the occurrence o f rainfall 

over the region. Nevertheless, CCN which was approximated by AOD550 amd mass 

concentration were considered significant factors in cloud formation in the atmosphere.

Classification of cloud types established that areas which had recorded the highest amount of 

rainfall between the 64Ih and 65Ih pentad during the wet or dry OND season were highly 

dominated by the cumulonimbus clouds. Therefore, these clouds were highly associated with 

high amounts of rainfall received. Therefore, the process that leading to the vertical 

development o f clouds was responsible for much of the rainfall over the region.

Finally, it was observed that variability in total accumulated precipitation from model 

simulation showed non linear dependency in the amount of cloud condensation nuclei used 

for seeding. Thus, the study indicated that in order to get desired effects o f significant 

increase in precipitation over the area of study, low to intermediate CCN concentrations 

should be considered. The understanding of possible effects of intentional cloud seeding on 

clouds and precipitation would be important towards development o f operational program for 

weather modification program.

5.3 Recommendations

In this study, monthly rainfall totals for OND season were used to determine the wet and dry 

rainfall years used in the study. This was based on the, magnitude of received precipitation 

over the stations used. Further studies should investigate both the intraseasonal and
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interseasonal variation of rainfall in order to determine the distribution of wet and dry spell 

and their causes.

The study used single date analysis for object based classification. A combination of image 

classification methods such as per pixel based and objects based approach could have 

increased both the user’s and producer’s accuracy. Furthermore, single dates and multi 

temporal approach could be combined to increase the overall accuracy o f image 

classification.

In the present study, assumed that cloud seeding was done over the whole model domain 

while the initial and boundary conditions used were for a single date. Further studies o f the 

effect of cloud seeding on precipitation should be restricted to certain areas in order to 

facilitate cloud seeding results. Model simulations should also be performed using initial and 

boundary conditions for several days. Sufficient number of days would enable statistics to be 

generated.

Quantification of the feedback processes between aerosols and the state of the atmosphere on 

regional scale should be investigated using more sophisticated models such as COSMO ART 

and results used to determine the threshold values to be considered for different atmospheric 

aerosols scenarios.

Results from the present study indicated that there existed a possibility o f enhancing rainfall 

through cloud seeding with known wind pattern; temporal and spatial variability of 

atmospheric aerosols and dominant cloud types over the area of study under certain CCN 

scenarios. Information from the study should used to form basis for future cloud seeding 

assessments and weather modification programs in the country towards achievement of 

Vision 2030

f
\
I /
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APPENDIX A: Pentad calendar

PENTAD MON DATES PENTAD MON DATES PENTAD MON DATES

NO. NO. NO.

1 JAN 1 -5 25 MAY 1 -5 49 AUG- 2 9 -2

SEP

2 - 6-10 26 - 6 -1 0 50 - 3 - 7

3 - 11- 15 27 - 11-15 51 8 -1 2

4 - 16-20 28 - 16-20 52 - 13-17

5 - 21 -25 29 “ 21-25 53 " 18-22

6 - 26-30 30 26-30 54 " 23-27

7 JAN- 31 - 4 31 MAY- 31 - 4 55 SEP- 2 8 -2

FEB JUN OCT

8 - 5 -9 32 - 5 - 9 56 - 3 - 7

9 - 10-14 33 - 10-14 57 - 8 -1 2

10 - 15-19 34 - 15-19 58 - 13-17

11 - 20-24 35 - 20-24 59 - 18-22

12 FEB- 25-1 36 - 25-29 60 - 23-27

MAR

13 - 2 - 6 37 JU- 3 0 -4 61 OCT- 28-1

JUL NOV

14 - 7-11 38 JUL 5 - 9 62 - 2 - 6

15 - 12-16 39 - 10-14 63 - 7-11

16 - 17-21 40 - 15-19 64 12-16

17 - 22-26 41 - 20-24 65 - 17-21

18 - 27-31 42 - 25-29 66 - 22-26

19 APR 1 -5 43 JUL- 3 0 -3 67 NOV- 27-1

AUG DEC

20 - 6 -1 0 44 AUG 4 - 8 68 - 2 - 6

21 - 11-15 45 - 9 -1 3 69 - 7-11

22 - 16-20 46 - 14-18 70 - 12-16

23 - 21 -25 47 - 19-23 71 - 17-21

24 - 26-30 48 - 24-28 72 - 22-26

73 - 27-31

f\
Courtesy of Okoola (1996)
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APPENDIX B: Temporal variation of atmospheric aerosols.
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Figure 33: Atmospheric optical depth during wet and dry OND season
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Figure 34: Atmospheric mass concentration during wet and dry OND season.
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APPENDIX C: Procedure for obtaining precipitation simulation from COSMO Model

The domain was set to 15.0° S to 23.0°N and 90.0°E to 180.0°W which is the greater horn of 

Africa (GHA). The forecast hours required was set to 24 and resolution o f 7 km on a work 

station computer, Linux operating system (OpenSUSE 11.3), FORTRAN compilers (gcc- 

fortran) and COSMO Model source codes were installed. The libraries were compiled and the 

binaries for running the data, tstint2lm  and ts tin t lm  obtained. An interface program called 

1NT2LM  which interpolates analysis and forecast data of the global model GME to any 

COSMO grid was obtained from DWD. The interpolated data served as an initial and lateral 

boundary data for COSMO simulation. IN PU T IN T2LM  converts topographical data from 

GME analysis to the initial and boundary data used by the COSMO model.

f
\

I

I
/
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APPENDIX D: The INPUT INT2LM Namelist used in this study

#!/bin/ksh

#

# The GME2COSMO Job

#

rm -f gme2cosmo J o b

# number of processors

#################################################

NPX=1

NPY=1

NPlO=0

NPl='expr $NPX \* $NPY'

NP='expr $NP1 + $NPIO'

Nl='expr $NP + 15'

NODES='expr$Nl V 16'

DATE=2012053106

LM_EXT=/home/cosmo/const

IN_EXT=/home/cosmo/const

IN_DIR=/home/cosmo/source/GME_2012053106_gribl 

LM_DIR=/home/cosmo/source/COSMO_RUN_input_2012053106 

cat > gme2euJob <<****

#################################################

# batch commandos
#################################################

#PBS -q normal

#PBS -1 cpunum_job=$NP

#PBS -b SNODES

#####PBS -T mpisx

#PBS -j o

#PBS -N gme2eu

# change to working directory

cd /home/cosmo/source/int21m_l 10311_1.18
\

# @ shell=/usr/bin/ksh
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# @ output=gme2eu.out

# @ error=gme2eu.out

# @ job_type=parallel

# @ class=np

# @ initialdir=.

# @ network. MPI=sn_all,shared,us

# @ notification=never

# @ ec_smt=no

# @ node=$NODES

# @ total_tasks=$NP

# @ queue

#################################################

U cat together the INPUT-file

################################################# 

cat > INPUT «  end input 

&CONTRL

ydate_ini='$DATE', ydate_bd='SDATE', 

hstart=0.0, hstop=6.0, hincbound=1.0, 

linitial=.TRUE., lboundaries =.TRUE.,

nprocx=$NPX, nprocy=$NPY, nprocio=$NPIO, lreorder=.FALSE.,

! Igme21m=.TRUE., lec21m=.FALSE, llm21m=.FALSE., lum21m=.FALSE„ 

yinput_model='GME', 

ltime_mean=.TRUE.,
/

lfilter_oro=.TRUE., eps_filter=0.1, 

ilow_pass_oro=l, ilow_pass_xso=0, rxso_mask=0.0,

lfllter_pp=.FALSE., lbalance_pp=.FALSE., norder_filter=5,

luvcor=.TRUE.,

lmulti_Iayer_in=.TRUE., lmulti_layer_lm=.TRUE., 

lprog_qi=.TRUE., lprog_qrqs=.TRUE., 

lpr°g_rhosnow=.TRUE.,

lsso=.TRUE., lforest=.TRUE., llake=.FALSE., lbdclim=.FALSE., lt_cl_corr=.TRUE., 

itype_ndvi=0, idbg_level=2,

/

&GRIDJN ( ,

ni gme = 256, i3e_gme = 60, kcontrol fi =15, ke_soil_in=7,
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/

&LMGRID

start la tto t = 15.0, startlon tot =23.0,

pollat=90.0, pollon=-180.0,

dlon=0.0625, dlat=0.0625,

ielm_tot=201, jelm_tot=193, kelm_tot=316,

ke_soil_lm=7,

ivctype=2, irefatm=2, delta_t=75.0, h_scal= 10000.0,

/

&DATABASE

/

&DATA

ie_ext=201, je_ext= 193,

ylmext_lfii-lm_d5_07000_965x773.sso.mol.gr,

ylmext_cat='$LM_EXT',

y inext_lfh-invar. i314a',

yinext_form_read=’ncdf,

yinext_cat='$lN_EXT',

y in_form_read='grb 1',

yin_cat-$IN_D1 R',

! ybitmap_cat='$IN_DlR',

! ybitmap_lfh='bitmp516', 

ylm_cat='$LM_DlR' 

nprocess ini = 131, nprocess bd = 132, 

nl_s°il_in=2, nl_soil_lm=2, 

l_ke_in_gds=.TRUE.,

/

&PR1CTR

igP_tot = 36, 40, 48, 44, 48, 85, 77 

jgp tot = 30, 94, 38, 26, 26, 96, 12 

lchkin=.TRUE„ lchkout=.TRUE„ 

lprps=.FALSE.,

/

endinput t
# ivctype=l, vcflat=0.220,
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# vcoord d = 0.020, 0.032, 0.050, 0.065, 0.080, 0.095, 0.110, 0.125, 0.140,

# 0.155, 0.170, 0.185, 0.200, 0.230, 0.260, 0.290, 0.320, 0.350,

# 0.382, 0.414, 0.446, 0.478, 0.510, 0.542, 0.574, 0.606, 0.638,

# 0.670, 0.702, 0.732, 0.760, 0.786, 0.810, 0.832, 0.852, 0.870,

# 0.886, 0.901, 0.915, 0.929, 0.943, 0.957, 0.970, 0.982, 0.992, 1.000

# 'PLCOV ', 'LAI ', 'ROOTDP ', 'VI03 ’,

# ’HM03 TJ ’, 'V \  'W

# T  'QV 'QC ’PP

# 'T_SNOW 'T_S ’T_M 'QV_S ',

# 'WJSNOW ','W_I 'W_G1 ', 'W_G2 ’

# yvarini='PLCOV ','ROOTDP ','LAI ','V103 ',

# 'HM03 ','T_CL ','W_CL ','HSURF ',

# 'FR LAND ','W_CL '

# ymode_write='a ',

# ybitmap_cat='/home/cosmo/const',

# ybitmap_lfii='bitmp516',

#################################################

# run the program
#################################################

export LIBDWD BITMAP TYPE=ASCII

export

GRlB_DEFINlTION_PATH=/home/cosmo/int21m_l 10311_1.18/TABLES_l ,9.5_COSMO/

definitions.edzw://home/cosmo/int21m_l 103111.18/TABLES1,9.5_COSMO/definitions

#export MPIPROGINF=yes

export MPIPROGlNF=ALL_DETAlL

export MPISUSPEND=on

^export F_FTRACE=yes

export F_ERRCNT=0

export F_ERROPTl =255,255,0,0,2,2,2,2

export F_ERROPT2=253,253,0,0,0,0,2,2

export GRIB_API_IO_BUFFER_SIZE=67108864

export MPIEXPORT="GRIB_API_IO_BUFFER_SIZE F ERROPT1 F ERROPT2

F ERRCNT MPIPROGINF F PROGINF LIBDWD MPIEXPORT"
\
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#mpirun -np $NP /Usr/local/pkg/for0adm/abs/int21m

#mpirun -np $NP

./tstint21m

ftrace -all -f ftrace.out* -fintl 

rm -f mon.out.* ftrace.out.*

#machine specific for IBM 

#export MP LABELIOyes 

#export MP_SHARED_MEMORY=yes 

#export MP_WAIT_MODE=poll 

##export MP INFOLEVEL=2 

#export MP_TASK_AFFINITY=mcm 

#export MEMORY_AFFINITY=mcm 

#export MP_SlNGLE_THREAD=yes 

#

#poe

,/tstint21m

################################################# 

# cleanup

#################################################

rm INPUT 
****

chmod u+x gme2cosmo Jo b  

nqsub gme2cosmo Jo b  

rm gme2cosmo J o b

f
\

i
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APPENDIX E: The runtime control parameters of the COSMO Model

#!/bin/ksh

#

# The LM Job

#

rm -f cosm oeu Jo b

# number of processors

#################################################

NPX=1

NPY=16

NPIO=0

NNP=4

NPl='expr $NPX V $NPY'

NP='expr $NP1 + $NPIO'

N l='expr $NP+ 15'

NODES='expr $N1 V 16'

NN='expr $NPY V $NNP'

DATE=2012053106

INIDIR=/home/cosmo/COSMO_EU input_$DATE 

BD_DIR=/home/cosmo/COSMO_EU input_$DATE 

OBSDIR=/home/cosmo/COSMO_EU_mld $DATE 

OUTPUT=/home/cosmo/COSMO_EU_output 

RESTAR=/home/cosmo/COSMO_EU_output 

cat > co sm o eu jo b  <<****

#################################################

# batch commandos

#################################################

#PBS -q normal

####PBS -1 cpunumJob=$NPY 

####PBS -b SNODES 

#PBS -1 cpunumJob=$NNP

#PBS -b $NN f
\

#PBS -T mpisx j
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#PBS -j o

#PBS -N cosm oeu test 

cd /home/cosmo_l 10525 4.18

# for IBM in Reading

# @ shell=/usr/bin/ksh

# @ output=cosmoeu.out

# @ error=cosmoeu.out

# @ job_type=parallel

# @ class=np

# @ initialdir=.

# @ network. MPI=sn_all,shared,us

# @ notification=never

# @ ec_smt=no

# @ node=$NODES

# @ total_tasks=$NP

# @ queue

#################################################

# global settings

################################################# 

rm -f YU* M_* 

rm -f $OUTPUT/l* 

rm -f $RESTAR/1*

#################################################

# cat together the lNPUT*-files 

################################################# 

cat > INPUT ORG «  end input org

&LMGRID

start la t t o t  = 15.0, startlontot =23.0, 

pollat=40.0, pollon=-170.0,

dlat=0.0625, dlon=0.0625,

ie_tot=665, je_tot=657, ke_tot=40,

startlat tot = 15.0, startlon tot =23.0, 

pollat=90.0, pollon=-180.0,

dlon=0.0625, dlat=0.0625,

ielm_tot=201, jelm_tot=193, kelm_tot=316,
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ke_soil_lm=7,

/

&RUNCTL

hstart = 0.0, hstop = 1.0, dt =66.0, ydate_ini='$DATE', 

nprocx = $NPX, nprocy = $NPY, nprocio = $NPIO,

lphys = .TRUE., luse rttov = .TRUE., luseobs = .FALSE., leps = .FALSE., 

lreorder = .FALSE., Reproduce = .TRUE., itype timing = 4, 

ldatatypes = .FALSE., ltimebarrier = .FALSE., ncomm_type=3, 

nboundlines=3, idbg level = 2, lartif_data=.FALSE, 

ldfi=.TRUE.,

/

&TUNING 

c so il = 1.0, 

clcdiag = 0.5, 

crsmin = 150.0, 

qcO = 0.0, 

q_crit = 4.0, 

qiO = 0.0, 

ra tcan  = 1.0, 

ratlam  = 1.0, 

tu rjen  =500.0, 

vOsnow = 25.0, 

wichfakt = 0.0,
/

/

en d in p u to rg

cat > 1NPUT INI «  end input ini 

&INICTL 

ndfi = 1, 

nfilt = 1, 

tspan = 3600.0, 

dtbak = 60.0, 

dtfwd = 60.0, 

taus = 3600.0,
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#cat > INPUT SAT «  end_input_sat

#&SATCTL

#itype_rttov=9,

#num_sensors=l,

#sat_input_01 ='MSG' ,2,'SEVIRI',8, .TRUE., .TRUE., .TRUE., .TRUE., 

#nchan_input_01=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

#lcon_clw=.TRUE., extrp_type=2, iwc2effdiam=l, iceshape=l,

/

#end_input_sat

cat > INPUT IO «  en d in p u tio  

&IOCTL

lasync_io=.FALSE., l_ke_in_gds=.TRUE., ngribout=l,

! nsma_stat=20,

! nhour_restart=5,6,l 

! ydir_restart='$RESTAR',

! ytunit_restart='f,

! ytrans_in=7gtmp/uschaett/LM_TEST/LMQ_input/ready/',

! nincwait=30,

! nmaxwait=2400,

/

&DATABASE

/

&GRIBIN /
lan_t_soO=.TRUE., lan_t_cl=.TRUE., lan_w_cl=.TRUE., lan_vio3=.TRUE., 

lan_hmo3=.TRUE., lan_plcov=.TRUE., lan_lai=.TRUE., lan_rootdp=.TRUE., 

lan_t_snow=.TRUE., lan_w_i=.TRUE., lan_w_snow=.TRUE., lan_rho_snow=.TRUE., 

hincbound=1.0,

lchkini=.TRUE., lchkbd =.TRUE., lbdana=.FALSE., 

lana_qi=.TRUE., llb_qi=.TRUE., lana_rho_snow=.TRUE., 

lana_qr_qs=.TRUE., llb_qr_qs=.TRUE., 

ydirini='$INIDIR', 

yd irbd-$BD_DI R',

/

t ' *\ I '
\

&GRIBOUT

hcomb=0,78,l.,
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lanalysis=. false.,

lcheck=.true.,

lwrite_const=.true.,

l_p_filter=.true.,

l_z_filter=.true.,

ysystem-file',

yvarml-U ','V ','W ',’T

'QV ','QC ','QI ','P

'TICE ','CLC

'PS ',T_SNOW ',T_S ','W_SNOW 

'QV_S ','W_I ','RA1N_GSP ','SNOW_GSP 

'RAINCON ','SNOWCON ','U_10M ','V_10M

'T_2M ','TD_2M ','TMIN_2M ','TMAX_2M

'VMAX10M ','TCM ',’TCH ','CLCT 

'CLCH ','CLCM ','CLCL ','ALB RAD 

'ASO BS ','ATHB_S ’,'ASOB_T ','A TH BT 

'APAB S ','ASWD1R_S ’,'ASWDIFD_S ','ASWDIFU_S 

'TOT PREC ',’ZO ','AUMFL S ','AVMFL_S 

'ASHFL S ','ALHFL S ','BAS_CON ','TOP_CON 

'HTOP DC ','RUNOFF_S ','RUNOFF_G ','PMSL 

'T_G ','HTOP_CON ','HBAS CON ','HZEROCL 

'CLCT MOD ','CLDEPTH ’,’TDIV_HUM ','TWATER 

'AEVAP S ','CAPE CON ','TQI ','TQC 

'TQV ','TQR ','TQS ','T_SO

'W_SO ','W_SO_ICE ','FRESHSNW

'SNOWLMT 7RHO_SNOW ','H_SNOW 

'RELHUM 2M ','ZHD ’,'ZTD ','ZWD 

'CAPE ML ','CrN_ML

'T MNW LK ','T_WML_LK ','T_BOT_LK ','C_T_LK 

'H ML LK ',T_ICE ','H_ICE 

yvarpl='T ','RELHUM ','U ','V

'FI ','OMEGA ',

yvarzl-T ','RELHUM ',’U ','V

'P ','W
\

yvarsl='SYNMSG', )
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zlev=500.0,1000.0,1500.0,2000.0,3000.0,5000.0, 

ydir='$OUTPUT',

/

e n d in p u tio

cat > INPUT DYN «  end inpu tdyn

&DYNCTL 

betasw=0.4, 

epsass=0.15, 

hd_corr_p_bd=0.0, 

hd_corr_p_in=0.0, 

hd_corr_q_bd=0.0, 

hd_corr_q_in=0.0, 

hd_corr_t_bd=0.0, 

hd_corr_t_in=0.0, 

hd_corr_u_bd=0.25, 

h d co  rr_u_in=0.2 5, 

hd_dhmax=250., 

iadv_order=3, 

irk_order=3, 

irunge_kutta=l, 

itype_bbcjw=2, 

itype_hdiff=2, 

itype_outflow_qrsg= 1,

12tls=.true.,

lcond=.true.,

ldyn_bbc=.true.,

ldiabf_lh=.true.,

lexpl_lbc=.true.,

y s c a  la rad  vect='S L3_M F',

lspubc=.true.,

nrdtau=5,

rlwidth=85000.0,

xkd=0.1,

/

end inpu tdyn
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cat > INPUT PHY «  end_input_phy 

&PHYCTL 

lgsp=.TRUE., 

lprogprec=.TRUE., 

ltrans_prec=. TRUE., 

itype_gscp=3, 

lrad=.TRUE., 

nradcoarse=l, 

lradf_avg=. FALSE. 

hincrad=1.0, 

lforest=.TRUE., 

itype_aer°s°l=0 

ltur=.TRUE., 

ninctura=l, 

lexpcor=.FALSE., 

ltmpcor=.FALSE., 

lprfcor=.FALSE., 

lnonloc=.FALSE., 

lcpfluc=.FALSE., 

itype_tiirb=3, 

imode_turb=l, 

itype_tran=2, 

imode_tran= 1, 

itype_wcld=2, 

icldm rad =4, 

icldm_turb=2, 

icldm_tran=0, 

itype_synd=2, 

limpltkediff=.TRUE., 

lsoil=.TRUE., 

itype_evsl=2, 

itype_trvg=2, 

lmulti_layer=.TRUE., 

lmelt=.TRUE.,



lmelt_var=.TRUE., 

keso il = 7,

czm lsoil = 0.005, 0.02, 0.06, 0.18, 0.54, 1.62, 4.86, 14.58, 

llake=.TRUE„ 

lseaice=.TRUE., 

lconv=.TRUE., 

nincconv=4, 

itype_conv=0, 

lcape=.FALSE., 

lsso=.TRUE.,

/

end_input_phy

cat > INPUT DIA «  en d in p u td ia  

&D1ACTL

n0meanval=0, nincmeanval=l,

lgplong=.TRUE., lgpshort=.FALSE., lgpspec=.FALSE., 

n0gp=0, hincgp=1.0, 

end in p u td ia

cat > INPUTEPS «  end inpu teps 

&EPSCTL

iepsmem=0, iepstyp=55, iepstot=15,

/

end inpu teps

cat > INPUT ASS «  end input ass 

&NUDGING 

lnudge =.true., 

itypeobfile = 2, 

ycdfdir='$OBSD!R/',

hnudgsta= 0.0, hnudgend = 4.0, tconbox = 240.0, 

lverif =.true.,

llhn =.false., llhnverif=.false., lhn_wweight=.true., 

rqrsgmax= 0.4,

radarin=*./*, (
V

hversta = 0.001, hverend = 4.0,
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khumbal = 100, 

mruntyp = 2,

n tpscor= l, ptpstop=400.0, luvgcor=.TRUE., 

ltipol =.TRUE., tipolmx = 3.0, wtukrsa = 3.0, wtukrse=1.0, 

ltipsu =.TRUE., tipmxsu=1.0, wtuksua=1.5, wtuksue = 0.5, 

wtukara = 1.5, wtukare = 0.5, 

msprpar = 1, msprpsu = 0, 

gnudg = 0.0006, 0.0012, 0.0006, 0.0006, 

gnudgsu = 0.0006, 0.0012, 0.0000, 0.0006, 

gnudgar = .0006, .0000, .0006, .0000,

vcorls = .333 , .333 , .04 , .04 , vcutof = 0.75, 0.75, 1.0 , 1.0 , 

vcorlsu = .013 , .013 , .002 ,.00001, vcutosu = 0.75, 0.75, 4.0 ,0.001, 

vcsnisu = 2500., 2500., 9. ,9 . ,

rhvfac = 1.0,0 .0 ,0 .83,0 .83, 

rhinfl = 0., 70., 0., 0., rhtfac = 1.3 , 1.43, 1.3 , 1.3 , 

rhiflsu = 70., 70., 100., 70., rhtfsu = 1.0 , 1.43, 1.0 , 1.0 , 

fnondiv = 0.8 , cnondiv = 0.1 , cutofr = 3.5 , 3 .5 ,3 .5 ,3 .5  ,

tnond iv= l.l , cutofsu = 2 .0 ,3 .5 ,2 .0 ,2 .0  ,

topobs = 849., 1099., 799., 699., 

botmod = 1099., 1099., 1099., 899., 

lscadj =.TRUE.,.TRUE.,.TRUE.,.FALSE., 

dtqc = 720., qcvf =5.00,1.00,10.00,1.00,

qcc = 0.00,500.00, 0.00, 0.00,

qccsu = 12., 500., 12., .7,

lsynop =.true., 

laircf =.true., 

ldribu =.true., 

ltemp =.true., 

lpilot =.true.,

Icdl 32 =.true., Icdl33=.false., led 136=.false.,

maxmlo =1600, maxsgo = 5000, maxuso = 5000, nolbc = 5,

altopsu= 100., 5000., 5000., 5000., thairh =20.,

exnlat =90., exslat =-90., exwlon =-180., exelon=180.,

lsurfa =.false.,’ \ 
lt2m =.false., ht2a = 0., ht2i = 1.,
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Irh2m =.false., hh2a = 0., hh2i = 1

lprecp =.false., hprc = 0., raintp=12.,

lpraof =.false., lprodr =.true., ldiasa =.true., noctrq = 9,

dinlat =55., dislat = 45., diwlon = 7., dielon=14.,

ionl =167, jonl=103, ionl2=167, jonl2=103,

IfflOm =.true., hflfa=0., hffl=l.,

/

end inpu tass

################################################# 

run the program
#################################################

,/tstintlm

#################################

# machine specific for NEC 

rm -f mon.out.* ftrace.out.* 

export MPIPROGINF=yes 

#export MPISUSPEND=on

export MPIPROGINF=ALL_DETAIL

#export F_FTRACE=yes

export F_ERROPTl =255,255,0,0,2,2,2,2

#export F_ERROPT2=253,253,0,0,0,0,2,2

export F_ERRCNT=0

#export C_SETBUF_VERBOSE=YES

export C_SETBUF=48M

export MPIEXPORT="F_ERRCNT F ERROPT1 F ERROPT2 MPIPROG1NF 

F PROGINF SLIBDWD MPIEXPORT C_SETBUF C_SETBUF_VERBOSE" 

#mpirun -nn $NN -nnp $NNP lmparbin all 

./ tstintlm

ftrace -all -f ftrace.out* -fmtl 

rm -f mon.out.* ftrace.out.*

#################################

# machine specific for IBM

#export MP_LABELIO=yes ( ' ,  ' ,

#export MP_SFIARED_MEMORY=yes
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^export MP_WAIT_MODE=poll 

##export MP_INFOLEVEL=2 

^export MP_TASK_AFFINITY=mcm 

#export MEMORY_AFFINITY=mcm 

#export MP_SINGLE_THREAD=yes 

#poe ../../lmbin

#################################################

# cleanup

#################################################

rm -f INPUT_ORG 1NPUTJO INPUT DYN INPUT_DIA INPUT_PHY INPUTJNI

rm -f INPUT_ASS INPUT_SAT INPUT_EPS
****

chmod u+x cosmo_eu_job 

nqsub cosmo_eu_job 

#llsubmit co sm o eu jo b  

rm co sm o eu jo b

f
s
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